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ABSTRACT
Whole genome analysis is a powerful tool for accurately predicting the genetic merit of
selection candidates and for mapping quantitative trait loci (QTL) with high resolution. Single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers that cover the entire genome can be used to unveil
information about QTL through either linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the QTL in founders
or cosegregation (CS) with the QTL in nonfounders given a pedigree. Due to the advances in
molecular biology and the associated drop in the cost of genotyping, the density of SNPs and
the number of individuals that have phenotypes and genotypes are both increasing dramatically
for whole genome analyses. Consider a matrix of genotypes collected for analysis, where rows
are the genotypes of individuals across SNPs and columns are the genotypes of SNPs across
individuals. As explained below, structures exist in such a genotype matrix and will become
more evident and important as the SNP density and the training population size increase.
Horizontally, haplotype block structures are observed across SNP loci in the genome due
to the historical cosegregation, which creates LD, or recent cosegregation. These structures
exist even in the gametes of a single individual. The statistical dependence of the SNP effects is
therefore expected in small chromosomal segments given the presence of QTL. However, most of
the methods for whole genome analyses do not account for this dependence of the SNP effects.
Vertically, individuals in the pedigree will share a large proportion of alleles that are
identical-by-descent (IBD) if they have a common recent ancestor, or vice versa. The ge-
nomic (IBD) relationship structure therefore manifests at each locus across individuals in the
pedigree, and for closely linked loci, these structures will be very similar due to CS. Alleles that
are identical-by-descent are also identical-by-state (IBS) but the inverse is not true. Thus, the
genomic relationship structures may not be properly accounted for by the methods that use
IBS relationships computed from SNP genotypes.
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Two methods, BayesN and the QTL model, have been developed in this thesis to account
for the structure in the genotypes that are used for whole genome analyses. BayesN is a
nested marker effects model, where SNP effects in each small genomic window are a priori
considered dependent. Compared with BayesB, where the structure in the genome is ignored
and SNP effects are assumed to be independently and identically distributed, BayesN gave a
higher accuracy of genomic prediction for breeding values, especially when high-density SNP
panels were used and the QTL had rare alleles. When BayesN was used for QTL discovery,
the proportion of false positives (PFP) for finding QTL was perfectly controlled in the case of
common QTL alleles and was controlled better than BayesB in the case of rare QTL alleles. At
the same level of PFP, BayesN had a higher power than BayesB for detecting QTL that had rare
alleles and at least 1% of the total genetic variance. The advantage of BayesN is attributed to
the modeling of dependence between SNP effects such that they jointly explained more genetic
variance at the QTL and shrunk the effects of SNPs not associated with QTL more toward
zero. Moreover, BayesN has a benefit in computing time, which is only one-fourth of that for
BayesB in the case of high-density SNP panels.
The QTL model includes the effects of the unobserved QTL genotypes, and the phenotype
therefore has a mixture distribution. The mixture model exploits information from the pedigree,
LD and CS optimally to model the QTL allele states in founders and allele inheritance in
nonfounders. Thus, the QTL model accounts for horizontal structure across loci and vertical
structure across individuals because only information from the SNPs that are within a small
chromosomal segment contribute to the modeling of QTL alleles in that segment. In a range
of pedigree structures, the QTL model had a substantially higher accuracy than BayesC for
genomic prediction when training population consisted of multiple families, generations, or
breeds. The advantages of the QTL model increased with the complexity of the pedigree
structure and the contribution of CS information. Furthermore, use of the QTL model permits
direct inferences on the unobserved QTL. As expected, the QTL model had a better control of
PFP than BayesC and a higher power for detecting any size of QTL when PFP was limited to
be a small value. In this thesis, a method to calculate the credible intervals for multiple QTL
locations is developed. The method presented here is straightforward and can easily be applied
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to other models that fit QTL effects for the unobserved genotypes. The credible intervals for
the QTL locations provide important information to guide future fine-mapping studies.
In QTL discovery, signal from the QTL may bleed to neighboring genomic windows depend-
ing on the structures of the genome. It is therefore suggested to search QTL in the window that
has a positive test result as well as its flanking windows, or to use hypotheses that only test for
large genetic variance (at least 1% of the total genetic variance for example).
In conclusion, parsimonious and sophisticated methods that account for the horizontal and
vertical structures in genotypes were developed for whole genome analyses. Both methods gave
higher accuracy of genomic prediction and trait loci discovery than the widely used methods
that ignore these structures. Both methods are expected to be more efficient with respect to
computing time and performance as higher SNP densities or sequence data are used in whole
genome analyses.
1CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
The goal of animal breeding is to provide high-quality animal products for human consump-
tion by selecting genetically superior animals as parents for the next generation. Selection of
animals for traits of economic importance guided by quantitative genetic and statistical theory
has led to enormous gains in livestock production (Hayes et al., 2013; Hill, 2014). For example,
broiler strains currently achieve market weight in about one-third of the time relative to those
in 1950s with even a lower feed consumption (Havenstein et al., 2003a,b), and the milk yield in
dairy cows has more than doubled in the past 40 years (Oltenacu and Broom, 2010).
Theory of best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) developed by Henderson (1984) has guided
the genetic evaluation of selection candidates for several decades (Hill, 2014). When pedigree in-
formation is available, the breeding value of a candidate can be estimated using the phenotypic
record of the candidate itself and records from its relatives. In BLUP, phenotypic informa-
tion from the individual and its relatives are combined based on the covariances between the
candidate and the relatives (Henderson, 1973, 1984). In pedigree-based BLUP, the covariance
between two individuals is proportional to their additive genetic relationship, which is twice the
probability that alleles randomly drawn from the two individuals at the same locus originate
from a common ancestor (Kempthorne, 1957).
Genetic markers at the DNA level, which started becoming available in 1980s, provide a
new source of information about the quantitative trait loci (QTL) that define the trait. Due to
the limited number of markers, they were sparsely located across the genome, and therefore the
allele states of these markers and the QTL are expected to be nearly independent in founders,
which is referred to the linkage equilibrium (LE) between the loci. Even markers that are in
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1989) because alleles at these loci are inherited together, which is referred to as cosegregation
(CS). These refined covariance matrices can be used for prediction with higher accuracy and
for QTL mapping in outbred populations (Weller and Fernando, 1991; Grignola et al., 1996).
Even with sparse markers, non-random association, which is referred to linkage disequilibrium
(LD), between the markers and QTL allele states can be created by crossing the inbred lines
or even the outbred lines. The LD information in such crosses can be used to map QTL using
simple regression analysis (Haley and Knott, 1992). A number of QTL for various traits in
different species have been mapped through such analyses of line crosses (Rothschild et al., 1996;
Dekkers, 2004). This enables marker-assisted selection (MAS) that directly selects individuals
carrying the favorable genotypes of the mapped markers or identified QTL for the desired traits
(Dekkers, 2004). However, due to the sparse markers, the QTL can be only mapped to a wide
region ∼10s centi-Morgan (cM) and only a small proportion of QTL with large effects can be
mapped (Dekkers, 2004).
Due to the advances in molecular markers in 2000s, a large number of single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) that cover the entire genome have become available by SNP chips or
genotyping by sequencing (Davey et al., 2011). In commonly used 50k SNP chips for bovine
genome, there are ∼20 SNPs in 1 cM. Use of dense SNPs opens the opportunity to capture all
QTL effects in genomic prediction of breeding values, which turns MAS into genomic selection
(Meuwissen et al., 2001; Fernando et al., 2007; Goddard et al., 2010). Dense SNP panels also
benefit QTL mapping by expanding the mapping scope from chromosomes that have the sparse
markers to the whole genome with a much finer resolution, which turns the linkage study to
genome-wide association study (GWAS; Hayes and Goddard, 2010). Further, with this density,
SNPs are able to capture QTL effects through population-wide LD. Information from SNPs can
be exploited using BLUP by replacing the pedigree relationship matrix by the covariance matrix
calculated from the SNP genotypes (Nejati-Javaremi et al., 1997), and it is called genomic
BLUP or GBLUP (Meuwissen et al., 2001). In the covariance matrix calculated from the
SNP genotypes, even individuals that are unrelated in pedigree can have nonzero covariance.
Thus, phenotypic information from individuals that even have no pedigree relationship to the
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SNP effects can be directly fitted in multiple regression models (Meuwissen et al., 2001; de los
Campos et al., 2009; Garrick et al., 2014), and the estimates of the SNP effects can be used
to predict the breeding value of even unrelated individuals that are genotyped. In genomic
prediction, the number of SNPs is typically much greater than the number of observations.
Thus, least squares cannot be employed to estimate the SNP effects. To overcome this problem,
Meuwissen et al. (2001) treated SNP effects as random. Then, the marker effects model can be
shown to be equivalent to GBLUP (Fernando, 1998; Habier et al., 2007; Strandén and Garrick,
2009).
The multiple regression or the equivalent GBLUP models were initially thought to only
exploit LD between the SNPs and QTL (Meuwissen et al., 2001; Habier et al., 2007; Calus,
2010). It has been now shown that these models implicitly capture some of the CS (Habier et al.,
2013) and pedigree relationships (Habier et al., 2007, 2010c). This is because two individuals
that have a common ancestor will share a proportion of alleles that are identical-by-descent
(IBD), depending on the relationship between the two individuals. Alleles that are identical-
by-descent are also identical-by-state (IBS), and therefore the correlation between their SNP
genotypes will be high. However, alleles that are IBS may not be IBD. Thus, SNP genotypes
may provide erroneous information on the covariance between relatives. Indeed, Habier et al.
(2013) have shown that the accuracy of prediction decreased with increase in the number of
unrelated families for training. Thus, the implicit modeling of CS in these methods that ignore
the IBD relationships may provide wrong information on how to utilize phenotypes from other
individuals.
The BLUP model with random SNP effects (Meuwissen et al., 2001) can be viewed as one
of the many Bayesian methods used to estimate the SNP effects (Meuwissen et al., 2001; Yi and
Xu, 2008; Kizilkaya et al., 2010; Habier et al., 2010b; Erbe et al., 2012; Yang and Tempelman,
2012). These methods differ only in the prior of the SNP effects (de los Campos et al., 2013;
Gianola, 2013). For example: in BayesA, all SNPs are simultaneously fitted with a univariate-t
distribution assumed for each SNP effect (Meuwissen et al., 2001); BayesB enables variable
selection by specifying a mixture distribution of a point mass at zero with probability pi and a
4univariate-t with probability 1− pi (Meuwissen et al., 2001); BayesC is similar to BayesB with
the univariate-t replaced by a normal conditional on a unknown variance common to all SNP
effects (Kizilkaya et al., 2010); BayesCpi considers the mixing probability pi as unknown in the
model (Habier et al., 2010b). It is common that the SNP effects are assumed to be independently
and identically distributed in these models. However, structure in the genome due to LD or CS
would introduce statistical dependence to the SNP effects. This is because SNPs surrounding
a QTL do not segregate independently of the QTL given a small chromosomal segment, and it
can be shown that this generates dependence between SNP effects in this segment (Chapter 2,
Discussion section). An antedependence model has been developed based on BayesB to account
for the linear relationship between SNP effects (Yang and Tempelman, 2012).
The non-random associations between SNPs and the IBD relationships between individuals
can be regarded as the horizontal and vertical structures in a matrix of genotypes collected
for analysis, in which rows are the genotypes of individuals across SNPs and columns are
the genotypes of SNPs across individuals. It is hypothesized that explicitly considering the
structures in the genotype data in whole genome analyses would be superior to the analyses
that ignore these structures.
1.2 Research Objectives
The overall research objective in the thesis is to develop statistical methods that account
for the structures in the genotypes for genomic prediction and QTL discovery using dense
SNP markers that cover the entire genome. A parsimonious model, BayesN, was developed to
account for the horizontal structure in the genotypes, and it is compared with BayesB, which is
a widely used marker effects model that ignores such a structure. This comparison is made for
genomic prediction and QTL discovery using a high-density SNP panel with ignoring pedigree.
A more sophisticated model, the QTL model, was developed to account for both horizontal and
vertical structures in the genotypes, and it is compared with BayesC, which is another widely
used marker effects model that ignores these structures. This comparison is made for genomic
prediction and QTL discovery using a medium-density SNP panel with a range of pedigrees
that consist of different structures such as multiple families, generations, or breeds.
51.3 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis comprises four papers that introduce the developed methods and
evaluate their performance in whole-genome analyses and a general discussion and conclusions.
In Chapter 2, a nested model called BayesN was developed to account for the horizontal
structure in the genotypes due to LD and CS. The performance of BayesN was compared with
BayesB and an antedependence model (anteBayesB) in genomic prediction using a dataset
simulated from the real 600k Bovine SNP chip.
In Chapter 3, BayesN was used for QTL discovery in comparison of BayesB using the same
dataset as in Chapter 2. Hypotheses tests were conducted for detecting QTL with different sizes
of effects while proportion of false positives (PFP) was controlled. A method was proposed to
improve the control of PFP.
In Chapter 4, a mixture model that fits QTL effects for unobserved QTL genotypes was
developed to account for both horizontal and vertical structures in the genotypes. The perfor-
mance of the QTL model was compared with BayesC for genomic prediction. Pedigrees with
different structures including multiple families, generations, and breeds were simulated to com-
pare the performance of the QTL model and BayesC with a single chromosome in the genome.
A chicken population was simulated based on real founder haplotypes and a multi-generational
pedigree to evaluate the performance of the QTL model in a real setting.
In Chapter 5, the QTL model was used for QTL discovery in comparison of BayesC using
the chicken dataset simulated in Chapter 4. A novel way to derive the credible interval for the
location of each QTL is given with an application to the simulated data.
Chapter 6 provides general discussion and conclusions. BayesN and the QTL model are
compared in this chapter.
6CHAPTER 2. A NESTED MIXTURE MODEL FOR GENOMIC
PREDICTION USING HIGH-DENSITY SNP GENOTYPES
2.1 Abstract
Genomic prediction exploits single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the whole genome
for predicting genetic merit of candidates. Mixture models that simultaneously fit all SNP
effects as random have been widely used for genomic prediction. BayesB is such a model,
where a mixture of a t-distribution and a point mass at zero is assumed for each SNP. In
most mixture models, including BayesB, SNP effects are assumed to be independently and
identically distributed regardless of the SNP density. However, SNP effects are expected to be
dependent given a QTL because SNPs surrounding the QTL do not segregate independently.
One of the consequence of ignoring this dependence is that with high density SNP panels the
prior probability that a SNP has a nonzero effect becomes low, and as a consequence, SNPs
with small effects will be missed. In this study, a nested mixture model (BayesN) is developed
to account for the dependence of effects for SNPs that are closely linked. The effects of SNPs
within each non-overlapping chromosomal segment are collectively considered as a window. The
prior for the SNP effects in a window follow a mixture of a point mass at zero for all the SNPs
with probability Π and another mixture for each SNP with probability (1−Π), which consists of
a point mass at zero and a normal conditional on a common unknown variance. Phenotypic and
genotypic data were simulated based on 948 Aberdeen Angus beef cattle that were genotyped
with the Illumina 777K BovineHD BeadChip. A 600k HD panel was obtained by choosing SNPs
with minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.05, and a 50k MD panel was obtained by choosing an
evenly spaced subset of these SNPs. In total of 4,000 calves generated from random matings were
included in training and another 1,000 in validation. A trait of heritability 0.5 was simulated
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with BayesB, BayesN improved the accuracy of prediction by up to 2.0% with 50k SNPs and
by up to 7.0% with 600k SNPs. Most of the improvements of accuracy were observed in the
case of rare QTL alleles. Meanwhile, the computing time was reduced by up to 60% with 50k
SNPs and by up to 75% with 600k SNPs. BayesN with 0.2 Mb windows was superior to that
with 1 Mb windows for rare QTL using 600k SNPs. It can be concluded that BayesN is more
accurate and computationally efficient than BayesB for genomic prediction with high-density
SNPs or sequence variants, in particular for traits with rare QTL alleles.
2.2 Introduction
Genomic prediction exploits single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the whole genome
for predicting genetic merit of candidates. It has been successfully applied in animal breeding
using arrays with about 50k SNPs (medium-density - MD SNP arrays) (Hayes et al., 2009b;
VanRaden et al., 2009; Habier et al., 2010c). The recent development of high-density (HD)
SNP arrays has uncovered a large number of SNPs that are physically proximal to the causal
variants or quantitative trait loci (QTL), which opens the opportunity to increase the accuracy
of genomic prediction. However, the advantage of using a HD SNP panel is small in practice
(Pryce et al., 2012; Su et al., 2012; VanRaden et al., 2013).
An explanation of the low gain in predictive ability using a HD panel is that the QTL
underlying the trait may have rare alleles (Gibson, 2012). If the mutation at the QTL is old,
given directional selection and genetic drift, it is likely to be nearly fixed. If the mutation is
young, it should have only a few copies that have been propagated since it occurred. In contrast,
SNPs with very low minor allele frequencies are typically excluded from commercial HD arrays
as they are uninformative in most populations. It is well known that high linkage disequilibrium
(LD) cannot exist between a SNP and QTL with widely varying allele frequencies (Hill, 2009).
Therefore, such a SNP alone cannot capture the QTL effect. We propose to address this problem
by using a nested mixture model where a priori the effects are dependent for the SNPs that are
closely linked.
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genomic prediction (Meuwissen et al., 2001; Kizilkaya et al., 2010; Habier et al., 2010b; Erbe
et al., 2012; Yang and Tempelman, 2012). For instance, the BayesB model (Meuwissen et al.,
2001) assumes a prior distribution that is a mixture of a point mass at zero and a t-distribution
for SNP effects to accommodate situations where only a fraction of SNPs have nonzero effects.
In most mixture models, including BayesB, SNP effects are assumed to be independently and
identically distributed regardless of the SNP density. However, SNP effects are expected to be
dependent given a QTL because SNPs surrounding the QTL do not segregate independently.
The SNPs close to a QTL capture the QTL effect jointly, whereas the SNPs distant to a QTL
have effects that die off to zero. In addition, the dependence between SNP effects is expected
to increase with a HD panel in that the multi-locus LD with the QTL increases, although the
two-locus LD between a single SNP and a QTL may still be low due to the existence of rare
alleles. Ignoring the dependence makes it difficult for a SNP to be included in the model with
a nonzero effect.
Yang and Tempelman (2012) proposed a first-order antedependence model (anteBayesB) to
account for the linear dependence of SNP effects in a chromosome. In their model, besides the
first SNP on a chromosome, each following SNP has its own effect in addition to a regression
on the effect of the previous SNP. Thus for each chromosome, the number of effects used to
model covariances is two times the number of SNPs on a chromosome minus 1. This may be
too difficult a task for an HD SNP panel. Besides, which SNP is considered as the first one is
a subjective choice that may affect the estimation of SNP effects.
In this study, a nested mixture model (BayesN) is developed to account for the dependence
of effects for SNPs that are closely linked. The effects of SNPs within a 1 or 0.2 megabase (Mb)
non-overlapping chromosomal segment are collectively considered as a window effect. The prior
for the SNP effects in window i follow a mixture of a point mass at zero for all the SNPs with
probability Π and another mixture for each SNP with probability (1− Π), which consists of a
point mass at zero with probability pii and a normal conditional on a common unknown variance
with probability (1− pii). The dependence of SNP effects is then modeled through the window
hierarchy together with the common effect variance and inclusion probability pii specific to each
9window. Furthermore, the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling is expected to be
expedited with BayesN because zero window effect immediately results in all SNPs within the
window to have zero effect without sampling.
The objective is to introduce the nested model and compare with the anteBayesB and
BayesB for genomic prediction. Training and validation populations were simulated offsprings
of 948 Aberdeen Angus cattle genotyped using Illumina 777k BovineHD BeadChip. Different
SNP densities were investigated with the scenario of common versus rare QTL alleles in the
simulation.
2.3 Methods
The general model for genomic prediction is a mixed linear model:
y = Xβ + Zu + e, (2.1)
where y is a vector of phenotypes, X is an incidence matrix for the fixed effects, β is a vector
of fixed effects with a flat prior, Z is a n×m matrix for the SNP genotype scores∈ {0, 1, 2}, n
is the number of phenotypic records, m is the number of SNPs, u is a vector of random allele
substitution effects of SNPs with mixture priors, and e is a vector of residuals with each element
∼ N (0, σ2e) with σ2e ∼ νeS2eχ−2νe , where S2e = VE(νe−2)νe for a given residual variance VE . In this
study, the only fixed effect is the population mean. Various models differ only in the prior
specification for the SNP effects. First, BayesB, which assumes independence of SNP effects,
is briefly introduced, and then BayesN and anteBayesB, which account for the dependence of
SNP effects, are described.
2.3.1 BayesB
It is assumed that each SNP effect in (2.1) is independently and identically distributed as:
uj
i.i.d.∼

0,
tνα(0, S
2
α),
with probability pi,
with probability 1− pi,
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where the degrees of freedom να, the scale parameter S2α and the probability pi are hyperpa-
rameters. We set να = 4, which results in a a fat-tailed t-distribution, to accommodate large
effects. As deduced in (Fernando et al., 2007), the value of S2α is calculated from the expected
value of a scaled inverse chi-square random variable:
E(σ2α) =
ναS
2
α
να − 2 ,
and the expected value is derived from the relationship between the variance of SNP effects σ2α
and the additive genetic variance VA,
E(σ2α) =
VA
2pq(1− pi)m,
where pq is the mean product of alternate allele frequencies for all SNPs. Thus,
S2α =
VA
2pq(1− pi)m
να − 2
να
, (2.2)
Usually, a value close to one is given to pi to assume that the majority of SNPs are not
associated with the trait. Here, we assume that there are s QTL affecting the trait and on
average each QTL is associated with k SNPs. Then, pi is calculated as
pi =
m− s · k
m
. (2.3)
Following (Fernando and Garrick, 2013), uj can be written as the product of a t-variable
and a Bernoulli variable:
uj = αjδj , (2.4)
where
αj ∼ tνα(0, S2α),
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and
δj =

0
1
with probability pi,
with probability 1− pi.
Thus, (2.1) can be written as
y = Xβ +
m∑
j=1
Zjαjδj + e. (2.5)
It is straightforward to sample αj and δj from their full conditional distributions with this
model, where both have closed forms (Fernando and Garrick, 2013).
2.3.2 BayesN
According to the map positions of SNPs, SNP effects are nested within non-overlapping
windows with a fixed window width. As described below, a hierarchical mixture at the window
and SNP levels is used to account for the dependence of SNP effects within a window but
independence between windows. Let ∆i be a binary indicator to whether window i is in or out
of the model. As in (2.4), the effect uij for SNP j in window i can then be parameterized as
the product of three variables:
uij = αijδij∆i. (2.6)
The prior for αij is a normal conditional on a common variance σ2i that has a scaled inverse
Chi-square distribution:
αij |σ2i ∼ N(0, σ2i ),
σ2i ∼ ναS2αχ−2να ,
which results in a multivariate-t distribution (Sorensen and Gianola, 2002) for αi:
αi ∼ tνα(0, IS2α).
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With this prior, the effects are uncorrelated but dependent. BayesN is similar to BayesB in that
the conditional prior for the window effect has a window-specific variance just as the conditional
prior for the SNP effect in BayesB has a locus-specific variance. On the other hand, BayesN
is similar to BayesC in that the conditional prior for effects within a window have a common
variance just as the conditional prior for SNP effects in BayesC have a common variance.
The prior for the locus effect indicator in (2.6) is
δij =

0
1
with probability pii,
with probability 1− pii,
where pii is the window-specific probability calculated as
pii =
mi − k
mi
,
mi is the number of SNPs in window i, and k, the number of SNPs to be fitted per window.
Assuming a window contains at most one QTL, k is the average number of SNPs associated
with a QTL. The window-specific probability accounts for the variability of SNP density across
windows. It allows the probability of inclusion for the SNP effect to be invariant to the SNP
density outside the window.
The prior for the window effect indicator in (2.6) is
∆i =

0
1
with probability Π,
with probability 1−Π,
where Π is the proportion of windows that contain no QTL. Let w be the total number of
windows in the genome,
Π =
w − s
w
,
where s is as defined in (2.3). The window effect indicator introduces another source of depen-
dence for the SNP effects by forcing SNPs in a window to be fitted or dropped out of the model
jointly.
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Thus, for BayesN, (2.1) can be therefore written as
y = Xβ +
w∑
i=1
mi∑
j=1
Zijαijδij∆i + e, (2.7)
where Zij is the vector of genotypes for SNP j in window i. The SNP will have a nonzero effect
only when both δij = 1 and ∆i = 1.
2.3.3 anteBayesB
The antedependence model described here is a modified version of Yang and Tempelman
(2012)’s anteBayesB. As in BayesB, the SNP effect uj can be factored into an underlying effect
αj and a Bernoulli indicator δj . It is assumed that each αj can be modeled as:
αj =

γ1
tjαj−1 + γj
if j = 1,
if 2 6 j 6 m,
or in matrix notation,
α = Tα+ γ
= (I−T)−1γ.
where T is a m×m matrix,
T =

0 0 0 0 · · ·
t2 0 0 0
0 t3 0 0
0 0 t4 0
...
. . .

Thus, the linear dependence of α is modeled and the covariance structure is
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
1 symmetric
t2 1
t2t3 t3 1
t2t3t4 t3t4 t4
. . .
...
...
... 1∏m
j=2 tj
∏m
j=3 tj
∏m
j=4 tj · · · tm 1

. (2.8)
It shows that the underlying effects of SNPs on the same chromosome are mutually correlated,
however, the covariance diminishes toward zero when the two SNPs are far apart in location.
The covariance matrix for the marginal SNP effects u is more sparse than (2.8), as the rows
and columns are zero for the SNPs with no effect.
We specify γj ∼ tνγ (0, S2γ) with νγ = 4, the same as να in BayesB, and S2γ = S2α in (2.2).
The only difference between this model and Yang and Templeman’s anteBayesB, is that they
assumed a mixture distribution for γj instead of for the marginal marker effect. As a result, in
their model, the variable selection is less related to the number of SNPs in the model, because
a SNP may still have an effect even if γj = 0 depending on the effect for the anterior SNP.
The prior for tj is also a t-distribution tνt(0, S2t ) with νt = 4 and S2t = 0.1 such that the
expected value of the variance of tj is E(σ2t ) =
νtS2t
νt−2 = 0.2, following the results in their paper
(Supplementary Figure S2).
2.3.4 MCMC
Gibbs sampling was used to construct a Markov chain that has a stationary distribution
identical to the posterior distribution of the marker effects. The chain length was 21,000 and the
first 1,000 samples were discarded as a burn-in. The full conditional distributions for BayesN
are given in APPENDIX. The statistical inference for the parameters and the prediction of
breeding values were based on the means computed from the Markov chain. The change in
accuracy of prediction was negligible with increased length of Markov chain.
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2.4 Simulations
Our simulations were based on 948 Aberdeen Angus beef cattle that were genotyped with the
Illumina 777K BovineHD BeadChip. The HD chip included 774,268 SNPs on 30 chromosomes,
among which 609,870 SNPs were segregating in the population with MAF > 0.05. Only these
segregating SNPs with MAF > 0.05 were used in the analyses as a 600k HD panel. A 50k MD
panel containing 51,094 SNPs was obtained by selecting every 12th SNPs from the 600k HD
panel. The physical map position for each SNP was provided by Illumina. The average distance
between adjacent SNPs was 4.4 kilo-base (kb) for the 600k HD panel and 50.5 kb for the 50k
MD panel. The whole genome can be divided into 2,649 non-overlapping 1 Mb windows with
about 20 SNPs per window for the 50k panel and 230 SNPs per window for the 600k panel,
or 12,813 non-overlapping 0.2 Mb windows with about 5 SNPs per window for the 50k panel
and 50 SNPs per window for the 600k panel. The haplotype phase for each genotype was
resolved via FImpute (Sargolzaei et al., 2014) without pedigree information. Figure 2.1 shows
the average LD calculated from the haplotypes within 1 Mb distance, which are similar to what
have been found in other cattle populations (de Roos et al., 2008). The average LD between
adjacent SNPs was 0.241 in the 50k panel and 0.567 in the 600k panel. The above information
was summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Information for the 50k MD and 600k HD panels in the analyses.
50k MD Panel 600k HD Panel
Number of SNPs 51,094 609,870
Distance between adjacent SNPs 50.5 kb 4.4 kb
LD between adjacent SNPs 0.241 0.567
Number of 1 Mb windows 2,649
Number of SNPs per 1 Mb windows 19.8 229.7
Number of 0.2 Mb windows 12,813
Number of SNPs per 0.2 Mb windows 4.6 47.5
Phased haplotypes of the Angus cattle were used to simulate SNP genotypes for 5,000 calves
by random mating and dropping alleles from the parents to the offspring; 4,000 of these were
used for training and the remaining 1,000 were used for validation. The number of crossovers
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per meiosis was modeled by a binomial map function with an expectation of one crossover per
Morgan (Karlin, 1984). Mutation was not allowed to preserve LD in the real HD genotypes.
Three hundred SNPs were randomly selected to be QTL and masked from the marker panels.
The QTL alleles were either all common with MAF > 0.05 (common QTL scenario) or all rare
with MAF < 0.05 (rare QTL scenario) in the calf population. The QTL effects were sampled
from a standard normal distribution and then standardized to obtain an unit additive genetic
variance. The true breeding values (TBV) were the sum of the QTL genotypes multiplied by the
QTL effects. Trait phenotypes with heritability 0.5 were simulated by adding random standard
normal deviates to TBV. The simulation was carried out for eight replicates for each scenario
of the common versus rare QTL alleles.
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Figure 2.1 Average linkage disequilibrium (LD) between any two SNPs within 0.2 Mb distance
across the genome. The light areas indicate the standard deviations. The average
distance between adjacent SNPs for the MD 50k and HD 600k SNP panel are
labeled.
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2.5 Results
2.5.1 Accuracy of prediction
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Figure 2.2 The accuracy of prediction using BayesB, anteBayesB and BayesN with 1.0 or 0.2
Mb windows, assuming each of the 300 QTL associated with either 2 (red box)
or 10 (blue box) SNP markers. Four graphs show the results from the scenario
of common versus rare QTL alleles (row) with the MD 50k versus HD 600k SNP
panel (column). The distribution of correlations from eight replicates of simulation
for each scenario is shown by the box plot, where the asterisk indicates the mean.
The accuracy of prediction was calculated as the correlation between genomic estimated
breeding values (GEBV) and true breeding values (TBV) for validation individuals. Figure 2.2
shows the accuracy of prediction for different models, SNP densities, MAF for QTL alleles and
assumptions for the number of SNPs associated with each QTL in the analysis. A paired t-test
based on replicate of simulation was used to compare the mean accuracy between two groups.
The accuracies were much lower when the QTL alleles were all rare (MAF < 0.05) rather than
all common (MAF > 0.05). With 50k SNP panel, the average accuracy over all methods was
only 0.589 in the case of rare QTL alleles versus 0.727 in the case of common QTL alleles.
Using the 600k SNP panel increased the average accuracy by 0.076 (12.9%, p-value < 2e-16) in
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the case of rare QTL alleles and by 0.049 (6.7%, p-value < 2e-16) in the case of common QTL
alleles. When the 50k panel was used, fitting 10 rather than 2 SNPs per QTL, which resulted
in a lower pi value, tended to give higher average accuracy (by 0.006 or 0.8%, p-value = 7e-7).
In contrast, when 600k panel was used, giving a high pi value by fitting only 2 SNPs per QTL
resulted in a gain of 0.012 (1.7%, p-value = 1e-14) in average accuracy.
Different window sizes for BayesN gave similar results except in the case of rare QTL alleles
with 600k panel. With 50k panel, a small advantage was observed for BayesN over BayesB.
In the case of common QTL alleles, using BayesN with 1 Mb windows increased accuracy by
0.007 (1.0%, p-value = 0.031) for the high pi value and by 0.005 (0.7%, p-value = 0.187) for the
lower pi value. In the case of rare QTL alleles, it increased accuracy by 0.010 (1.8%, p-value =
0.025) for the high pi value and by 0.012 (2.0%, p-value = 0.009) for the lower pi value. With
600k panel, differences between models were negligible in the case of common QTL due to the
high LD between SNPs and the QTL. The advantage of BayesN was maximized in the case
that QTL were all rare and 600k panel was used. In this case, the accuracy from BayesN with
1 Mb windows was higher than that from BayesB by 0.026 (4.0%, p-value = 0.002) for the high
pi value and by 0.031 (4.9%, p-value = 9e-5) for the lower pi value. The advantage from BayesN
with 0.2 Mb windows was even higher, with increased accuracy by 0.041 (6.3%, p-value = 3e-4)
for the high pi value and by 0.045 (7.0%, p-value = 3e-4) for the lower pi value. The anteBayesB
model had almost the same accuracies as BayesB for all cases.
2.5.2 Bias of prediction
The bias of prediction was measured by the deviation of the regression coefficient of TBV
on GEBV from one. In most of the cases, the bias was small, in the range of -0.1 to 0.1, and
was not significantly different from one with p-values < 0.001 ( Figure 2.3). The bias in the case
of rare QTL alleles tended to be bigger than that in the case of common QTL alleles. Overall,
fitting 2 rather than 10 SNPs per QTL in the model had lower bias, especially for anteBayesB.
In the case of common QTL alleles, the GEBV from BayesN tended to be biased down with
the mean of regression coefficients 1.024 (p-value = 0.017) for fitting 2 SNPs per window in the
model.
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Figure 2.3 The regression coefficient of true on estimated breeding values using BayesB, ante-
BayesB and BayesN with 1.0 or 0.2 Mb windows, assuming each of the 300 QTL
associated with either 2 (red box) or 10 (blue box) SNP markers. Four graphs
show the results from the scenario of common versus rare QTL alleles (row) with
the MD 50k versus HD 600k SNP panel (column). The distribution of regression
coefficients from eight replicates of simulation for each scenario is shown by the box
plot, where the asterisk indicates the mean. Closer to one (dashed line) means less
bias of prediction.
2.5.3 Number of windows in the model
If each window contains at most one QTL, the posterior mean of the number of windows
with nonzero effects is expected to reflect the number of QTL affecting the trait. In each sample
of MCMC, a window would have a nonzero effect if ∆i = 1 for BayesN, or if any SNP in that
window had a nonzero effect for BayesB and anteBayesB. When the true prior was used, the
posterior mean for the number of windows with nonzero effects from BayesN was always about
300, which was the number of QTL in the simulation, regardless of the SNP density and the
number of SNPs in the model (Figure 2.4). Whereas in BayesB and anteBayesB, the number
of windows with nonzero effects was proportional to the number of SNPs in the model. For
example, the posterior mean of the number of windows with nonzero effects in BayesB was
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Figure 2.4 The posterior mean of number of SNPs (light bar) and windows (dark bar) with
nonzero effects from BayesB, anteBayesB and BayesN with 1.0 or 0.2 Mb windows.
Four graphs show the results from the analyses assuming each QTL associated
with 2 versus 10 SNP markers (row) with the MD 50k versus HD 600k SNP panel
(column). The capped error bar indicates the standard deviation of the posterior
means from 16 replicates of simulation across the scenarios of common and rare
QTL alleles. The red dashed line shows the number of QTL in the simulation,
which is 300.
about twice the number of QTL with 50k panel. With 600k panel, it became about six times
the number of QTL. In BayesN, each window could not fit SNPs more than the window size,
which explains why the number of SNPs with nonzero effects was much lower for 50k panel,
when small windows were used but 10 SNPs were assumed to be fitted per window.
2.5.4 Computing time
Figure 2.5 shows the average computing time for different models implemented in C++
language running on the CyEnce cluster of Iowa State University with 2.0 GHz 8-Core Intel E5
2650 processors. In general, fitting 10 SNPs (low pi value) per QTL rather than 2 (high pi value)
demanded more computing time for any model. For BayesN, smaller windows or more SNPs
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Figure 2.5 The average computing time in hours for BayesB, anteBayesB and BayesN with 1.0
or 0.2 Mb windows with the MD 50k (up) or HD 600k (down) SNP panel, assuming
each of the 300 QTL associated with either 2 (red) or 10 (blue) SNP markers. The
capped error bar indicates the standard deviation from 16 replicates of simulation
across the scenarios of common and rare QTL alleles.
per window slowed down the speed but the difference became marginal with high density SNPs.
With 50k SNPs, 1 Mb windows and k = 2, it took only 0.46 hr for BayesN , which was half the
time taken by BayesB (1.1 hr, 60% reduction) or by anteBayesB (1.2 hr, 62% reduction) also
with k = 2. BayesN was even more efficient in the case of 600k SNPs. It took only 2.9 hr for
BayesN with 0.2 Mb windows, which was about one fourth of the time taken by BayesB (11.6
hr, 75% reduction) or anteBayesB (11.7 hr, 75% reduction) for k = 2.
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2.6 Discussion
2.6.1 Advantages of BayesN in genomic prediction
The nested mixture model, BayesN, is a simple method to account for the dependence of
SNP effects. It comprises of two levels of variable selection – window selection and single locus
selection within the selected windows. The window selection that collectively considers the
effects of all SNPs within that window has two favorable effects. On one hand, it reduces the
probability of spurious effects entering the model due to random noise. On the other hand,
it increases the probability for true effects entering the model, particularly in the case of high
density SNPs. In other words, noise is shrunk heavily towards zero while the signal is shrunk
less and explored. Single locus selection, the second level of variable selection given that the
window has been selected, also has two favorable effects. On one hand, it eliminates the noise
that comes along with the signal due to linkage. On the other hand, fitting the selected SNPs
jointly in the model expands the column space of SNP genotypes that may contain the genotypes
of the QTL in the window. In other words, although the QTL may not be in high LD with any
single SNP in the window, it may be in high LD with a linear combination of the selected SNPs.
Thus, the signal detected during window selection is refined during the subsequent single locus
selection.
The above reasoning explains why in the case of common QTL alleles, although BayesN had
a small advantage over BayesB with 50k SNPs, this was not so with 600k SNPs (Figure 2.2).
With 600k SNPs, SNPs in very high single locus LD with the QTL were uncovered, and thus,
more SNPs were not needed in the model. Using a prior that fits ten SNPs from each window
actually impaired the accuracy of prediction because this forced spurious SNPs into the model
from windows that contained SNPs with true effects (Figure 2.2, top-right graph). Whereas
with 50k SNPs, multiple SNPs from the window were needed to jointly capture the QTL effect.
In contrast, in the case of rare QTL alleles, BayesN was much more beneficial with 600k than
50k SNPs. This is because with 50k SNPs even multi-locus LD with rare QTL was too low to
be useful. Using a prior that fits ten SNPs per window in BayesN was therefore slightly better
than that fits only two (Figure 2.2, bottom-left graph). Whereas with 600k SNPs, there were
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many candidate SNPs available in a window to select from and together have useful LD with
the rare QTL. Thus, BayesN was specially useful with the high density SNP panel for capturing
rare QTL alleles.
In BayesB, SNPs that entered the model were sparsely distributed in many windows includ-
ing those containing no QTL (Figure 2.4). The SNPs that enter the model from outside of the
QTL windows are likely to be spurious, and when spurious SNPs are included in the model it
is likely that SNP’s with true effects are left out.
2.6.2 Relationship between SNP effects
The anteBayesB model also accounts for the dependence of effects of SNPs located on the
same chromosome. We will show below that the correlation between SNP and QTL genotypes
will result in dependence of SNP effects.
Consider a QTL and two flanking SNP markers. The cosegregation of markers and the QTL
creates covariance among their genotypes. Let X and Y be two marker genotype covariates and
Z a QTL covariate. Let the covariance matrix for these three variables be
V = Var

X
Y
Z
 = 12

1 σXY σXZ
σXY 1 σY Z
σXZ σY Z 1
 . (2.9)
The values on the diagonals depend on the gene frequencies at the two markers and at the
QTL. In this case, we have assumed for simplicity that each locus has gene frequency 0.5. The
off-diagonal elements of V depend on the LD between the loci. Let a be the QTL effect. Then,
the best linear predictor of Za given X and Y is
BLP(Za) = µg + bX(X − µX) + bY (Y − µY ),
where the regression coefficients bX and bY are
bX
bY
 = P−1c, (2.10)
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P =
1
2
 1 σXY
σXY 1
 and c = 1
2
σXZ
σY Z
 a.
Let a = 1 and each covariance in the covariance matrices P and c vary from -0.9 to 0.9. Then, we
can calculate the parametric values for the regression coefficients or the effects for the markers
given different covariance structures. The values of regression coefficients can be considered
random for a marker-QTL trio randomly sampled with covariances. The joint distribution for
the marker effects is plotted in Figure 2.6, where the ascending (descending) diagonal is due to
the covariances between the two markers and the QTL being in the same (opposite) direction.
The correlation between the marker effects is 1 in the ascending diagonal or -1 in the descending
diagonal, although on average it is zero over all marker pairs.
Figure 2.6 Joint distribution of the parametric values for the effects of two flanking markers
X and Y of the QTL Z, given the QTL effect a=1 and different values of the
covariances between loci.
To check whether this held in our simulation, we collected those two flanking markers at each
of the 300 QTL in one replicate of the simulation and calculated the regression coefficients using
equation (2.10) with estimated P and c from the SNP genotypes. The same pattern of cross
was observed in the case of either common or rare QTL alleles (Figure 2.7). The presence of the
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Figure 2.7 Joint distribution of the parametric values for the effects of two flanking SNPs for
each of the 300 QTL in one replicate of simulation, in the case of common or rare
QTL alleles.
other orthogonal cross in the graph was due to the fact that one of the markers was in almost
complete LD with the QTL, which resulted in the other marker with zero effect. Evidently,
there were three classes of SNP pairs whose effects had correlation 1, -1, and 0, respectively.
Both BayesN and anteBayesB account for the correlated SNP effects. However, unlike
BayesN, anteBayesB did not give a higher accuracy than BayesB. This may be because the
covariance structure of SNP effects in anteBayesB is too general, where the number of unknowns
in the covariance matrix is the number of SNPs minus one. Our results are in line with the
results given by (Wang et al., 2014), where the antedependence model was about equal to
GBLUP but inferior to BayesA and BayesB for accuracy of prediction with pig data.
2.6.3 Comparison with haplotype model
It has been reported that fitting haplotypes improved the accuracy of genomic prediction
(Calus et al., 2008; Cuyabano et al., 2014), especially for the trait with rare QTL (Sun et al.,
2015). With high density SNPs, the QTL alleles were in complete concordance with the unique
haplotype alleles given a short haplotype window (Sun et al., 2015). BayesN and the haplotype
model are similar in a sense that both models reduce the number of parameters and exploit multi-
locus LD. However, the knowledge of haplotype phase is not needed in BayesN. In addition,
the haplotype model fits the whole window, which may result in a fairly big number of unique
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haplotype alleles in the model. Sun et al. found that with 650k SNPs, there were on average
60 common (MAF > 0.0015) out of about 1,000 unique haplotype alleles per 1 Mb window
in a Gelbvieh cattle population (personal communication). Most of the rare haplotype alleles
may not be real due to genotyping and imputation errors and even the common haplotype
alleles may involve many spurious SNPs. Whereas in BayesN, only a few SNPs with signals are
selected and fitted jointly, which substantially reduces the model complexity as compared with
the haplotype model. In a future study, it will be interesting to compare the performance of
BayesN with the haplotype model in genomic prediction.
2.6.4 Application with mixed SNP density
Saatchi (2014) showed that using a mixed density SNP panel, where the imputed 770k
genotypes were added to the pre-identified candidate regions to enrich the 50k panel, gave
higher accuracies of prediction than either the 50k or the imputed 770k panel for traits in
beef cattle. The construction of the mixed density panel usually takes two steps. First, whole
genome scan is carried out using a medium-density (MD) panel to identify regions that explain
a noticeable proportion of genetic variance. Next, the identified regions are enriched with HD
SNPs or sequence variants while the rest of the genome remain covered by MD SNPs. For such
mixed density analyses, BayesN has unique advantages. In BayesB, the probability for a SNP
with a nonzero effect, pi, is common to all SNPs, which is subject to the SNP density across the
entire genome. In the case of mixed density, it will become lower if more regions are enriched
with high density SNPs, or vice versa. While that in BayesN, due to the window-specific
probability of inclusion pii, the effect of the change in “local” density is constrained within the
window. In other words, signals from the identified regions will be independently enhanced with
enriched SNP density. Furthermore, BayesN can be easily modified to fit different numbers of
SNPs per window for the low and high density regions, as it has been observed that fewer SNPs
were needed to capture the QTL effects with increased SNP density (Figure 2.2).
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2.6.5 Computational benefit
Bayesian methods for genomic prediction commonly rely on the MCMC sampling for sta-
tistical inference. The computing time for these methods increases linearly with the number
of SNPs and the number of observations. A couple of fast non-MCMC algorithms have been
developed (Meuwissen et al., 2009; Hayashi and Iwata, 2010; Sun et al., 2012), however, none
of them gave accuracy of prediction as high as that from the MCMC-based BayesB. Another
strategy to reduce the computing time is to use parallel computing in MCMC. Cheng (2014)
parallelized MCMC using independent Metropolis-Hastings samplings. Fernando et al. (2014)
computed the dot product for the right-hand side of the mixed model equation and the ad-
justing of y vector in parallel. The nested modeling here is another strategy to speedup the
analysis by dropping those null effect as a whole through window. In addition, the reduction in
computing time was proportional to the SNP density (Figure 2.5). Compared with BayesB, the
computing time was decreased by two folds with 50k SNPs and four folds with 600k SNPs. It
is predictable that BayesN will be even more computational efficient than BayesB for sequence
variant analyses.
2.6.6 Inference for number of QTL
In our analyses, the number of SNPs or windows with nonzero effects was assumed to
be known in relation to the number of QTL. It is difficult to learn that with BayesB (Erbe
et al., 2012; Garrick et al., 2014). However, the fraction of SNPs with zero effects, pi, can be
considered as unknown in BayesC and estimated from the data (Habier et al., 2010b). BayesN,
with BayesB-like prior between windows, suffered the same problem as that in BayesB in the
estimation of Π for windows. As shown in Figure 2.8 (top row), the posterior mean of the number
of windows with nonzero effects largely depended on the prior value for both MD and HD panels,
when Π was considered as unknown. This lack of “Bayesian learning” can be attributed to the
problem of identifiability due to the setting of window-specific variance. That is, a window can
have zero effect through either a very small variance or a high Π value, and vice versa. To
remove this flexibility, BayesC-like prior was given to windows, where the effects of SNPs across
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windows all together follow a multivariate-t distribution. With the modified nested model,
BayesNC, the posterior distribution was closely reflected the true value regardless of the prior
values using 50k SNPs (Figure 2.8, bottom-left). Fitting ten rather than two SNPs per window
resulted in the posterior mean to be even closer to the true value. With 600k SNPs, however,
it tended to fit almost all windows in the model (Figure 2.8, bottom-right). The reason for it
is that, with 4k observations versus 600k SNPs, the model was so overparameterized such that
windows could enter the model by picking up the residuals. The same phenomenon was observed
when fewer observations were used for 50k SNPs. This problem can be fixed by adding more
data or sampling window ∆i unconditional on the window effect. However, the latter approach
requires integrating out both δi and αi in the full conditional for ∆i (APPENDIX), which may
not be practical with a high k value. It is suggested to use the value of Π estimated from 50k
SNPs and consider that value as fixed in the analysis with 600k SNPs. It is easy to see that the
number of windows rather than SNPs with nonzero effects is a better estimator for the number
of QTL affecting the trait.
2.6.7 Windows incorporating biological information
In BayesN, all windows had the equal width of 1 or 0.2 Mb. A better choice could be to
define windows with unequal widths using biological information of SNPs. For instance, SNPs
in a intergenic region can be grouped into a single or several windows depending on the distance.
A gene region can be partitioned into intron and exon windows, and the SNPs in an exon can
be further assigned to the coding or non-coding windows. Moreover, synonymous and non-
synonymous SNPs in the coding region can be considered separately within the same window.
MacLeod (2014) developed a new method, BayesRC, to incorporate biological information of
SNPs. They classified SNPs prior to the analysis based on the common biological properties
such as non-synonymous SNPs versus synonymous SNPs. The classified SNPs were then fitted
to a model where the SNP effect is a mixture of four normals with the mixing probabilities
depending on which class the SNP belonging to. Compared with the method without biological
information, BayesRC method resulted in more precise mapping of QTL effects (MacLeod,
2014), although the accuracy of genomic prediction was not improved (Hayes, 2014). If each
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Figure 2.8 Posterior mean of number of windows with nonzero effects given different starting
values when Π was considered as unknown in the nested model. The capped error
bar indicates the standard deviation from 8 replicates of simulation in the scenario
of common QTL alleles. The number of QTL (300) is shown by red dashed line.
The two starting values 100 and 1000 are shown by black dashed lines.
window is regarded as a “class”, BayesN is then similar to BayesRC in the respect that the mixing
probabilities for a SNP effect are specific to the window or the class in both models. But what’s
more in BayesN is variable selection on windows or classes, which allows finer classifications as
described before to better distinguish signal from noise.
2.7 Conclusions
Compared with BayesB, the nested model, BayesN, improved the accuracy of prediction by
up to 2.0% with 50k SNPs and by up to 7.0% with 600k SNPs. Most of the improvements of
accuracy were observed in the case of rare QTL alleles. Meanwhile, the computing time was
reduced by up to 60% with 50k SNPs and by up to 75% with 600k SNPs. It can be concluded
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that BayesN is a more accurate and efficient method than BayesB for genomic prediction with
high-density SNPs or sequence variants, in particular for traits with rare QTL alleles.
2.8 Appendix
2.8.1 Markov chain Monte Carlo implementation strategy
The sampling scheme in BayesN is described here. Gibbs sampling is used to sample the
unknowns. The joint posterior distribution of all unknown parameters in the model can be
written as
f
(
µ,α, δ,∆,σ2, σ2e
∣∣y) ∝ f (y ∣∣µ,α, δ,∆,σ2, σ2e ) f(µ)
w∏
i=1
mi∏
j=1
f
(
αij
∣∣σ2i )
w∏
i=1
mi∏
j=1
f (δij |pii )
mi∏
j=1
f (∆i|Π)
w∏
i=1
f
(
σ2i
∣∣να, S2α )
f(σ2e
∣∣νe, S2e ),
where
f
(
y
∣∣µ,α, δ,∆,σ2, σ2e ) = MVN
1µ+ w∑
i=1
mi∑
j=1
Zijαijδij∆i, Iσ
2
e
 ,
f(µ) = constant,
f
(
αij
∣∣σ2i , δij ,∆i ) = N (0, σ2i ) ,
f (δij |pii ) = pi(1−δij)i (1− pii)δij ,
f (∆i|Π) = Π(1−∆i)(1−Π)∆i ,
f
(
σ2i
∣∣να, S2α ) = ναS2αχ−2να ,
f(σ2e
∣∣νe, S2e ) = νeS2eχ−2νe .
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2.8.1.1 Sampling fixed effect µ
The fixed effect µ is sampled from the full conditional:
f (µ |y, ELSE ) = N
(
1′ (y − Zu)
n
,
σ2e
n
)
.
2.8.1.2 Sample window indicator variable ∆i
The indicator variable ∆i for the window in or out of the model is sampled from the full
conditional probability for ∆i = 1. Suppose
wi = y − 1µ−
∑
i′ 6=i
Zi′ui′
= Ziui + e,
where Zi is the sub-matrix of SNP genotypes for window i and ui is the vector of the SNP
effects defined in 2.6. Then,
Pr (∆i = 1 |y, ELSE ) =
f
(
wi
∣∣∆i = 1,ui, σ2e )Pr (∆i = 1|Π)
f (wi |ui, σ2e )
=
f
(
wi
∣∣∆i = 1,ui, σ2e ) (1−Π)
f (wi |ui, σ2e )
,
where
f
(
wi
∣∣ui, σ2e ) = f (wi ∣∣∆i = 0,ui, σ2e )Π + f (wi ∣∣∆i = 1,ui, σ2e ) (1−Π) ,
and
f (wi |∆i = 0, ELSE ) = MVN
(
0, Iσ2e
)
,
f (wi |∆i = 1, ELSE ) = MVN
 mi∑
j=1
Zijαijδij∆i, Iσ
2
e
 .
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2.8.1.3 Sampling locus indicator variable δij and SNP effect αij
The locus indicator variable δij and the SNP effect αij are sampled jointly for a better
mixing. This is done by first sampling δij unconditional on αij and then sampling αij conditional
on δij . Suppose
wij = y − 1µ−
∑
i′ 6=i
Zi′ui′ −
∑
j′ 6=j
Zij′αij′δij′∆i
= Zijαijδij∆i + e,
The probability for δij = 1 conditional on the data and all other parameters but αij is
Pr (δij = 1 |y, ELSE BUT αij ) =
f
(
wij
∣∣δij = 1,∆i, σ2i , σ2e ) (1− pii)
f
(
wij
∣∣∆i, σ2i , σ2e ) .
Since rij = Z′ijwij is a sufficient statistic to calculate the likelihood density, the above equation
can be reduced to
Pr (δij = 1 |y, ELSE BUT αij ) =
f
(
rij
∣∣δij = 1,∆i, σ2i , σ2e ) (1− pii)
f
(
rij
∣∣∆i, σ2i , σ2e ) .
Because both αij and e are normally distributed, it can be shown that
f
(
rij
∣∣δij = 1,∆i, σ2i , σ2e ) = N(0, (Z′ijZij)2 σ2i ∆i + Z′ijZijσ2e) ,
f
(
rij
∣∣δij = 1,∆i, σ2i , σ2e ) = N (0,Z′ijZijσ2e) .
The SNP effect αij is then sampled from the full conditional:
f (αij |y, ELSE ) = N
(
Z′ijw
Cij
,
σ2e
Cij
)
,
where
Cij = Z
′
ijZij +
σ2e
σ2i
.
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2.8.1.4 Sampling variances σ2i and σ
2
e
The window-specific variance σ2i is sampled from the full conditional:
f
(
σ2i
∣∣να, S2α ) = ν˜αS˜2αχ−2ν˜α ,
where
ν˜α = mi + να
and
S˜2α =
∑mi
j=1 α
2
ij + ναS
2
α
ν˜α
.
Similarly, the residual variance σ2e is also sampled from the full conditional:
f
(
σ2e
∣∣νe, S2e ) = ν˜eS˜2eχ−2ν˜e ,
where
ν˜e = n+ νe
and
S˜2e =
(y − Zu)′ (y − Zu) + νeS2e
ν˜e
.
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CHAPTER 3. COMPARISON OF BAYESIAN METHODS FOR QTL
DISCOVERY USING HIGH-DENSITY SNP GENOTYPES
3.1 Abstract
Discovery of quantitative trait loci (QTL) is economically important for livestock breeding.
Numerous genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been performed for QTL discovery
through dense single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). A typical GWAS involves multiple
hypotheses tests on a large number of SNPs across the genome with a genome-wise error rate
(GWER) controlling procedure, such as Bonferroni correction, for false positives. A well-known
drawback of controlling GWER is the drastic loss of power when the number of SNPs in the
panel becomes large. Instead, controlling proportion of false positives (PFP) enables the power
to be independent of the number of tests. It has been shown that Bayesian methods for GWAS
can facilitate the control of PFP below a given level. In this study, we proposed an improved
procedure to control PFP at the desired level and compared the power of two Bayesian methods
(BayesN versus BayesB) in the QTL discovery while controlling PFP. Genotypic data were
simulated using an Illumina 777K BovineHD BeadChip that included 600k segregating SNPs
and 300 QTL with minor allele frequencies > 0.05 (common QTL) or < 0.05 (rare QTL). A
reference population of 4,000 animals were generated from 948 Aberdeen Angus beef cattle by
random matings. Our proposal of controlling PFP at the marker level (PFPM) gave closer
results to the realized PFP at the QTL level (PFPQ), especially when the BayesN model was
used for analysis. In the discovery of common QTL, BayesN gave a perfect agreement between
PFPQ and PFPM, whereas BayesB resulted in a small difference between them. In the discovery
of rare QTL, PFPQ was severely higher than PFPM for detecting small to moderate QTL for
both models but they were about the same for detecting large QTL. Power for detecting QTL
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increased with the size of the effects and the minor allele frequencies at the QTL. At the same
level of PFPQ, BayesN gave at least equivalent power as BayesB and the power from BayesN
was about 0.1 higher in the discovery of rare QTL with at least 1% of the total genetic variance.
At the same level of PFPM, BayesN gave power about 0.1 higher than BayesB for both common
and rare QTL that had at least 1% of the total genetic variance. In conclusion, PFPQ was better
controlled with our proposed method. Compared with BayesB, BayesN enabled PFPM to be
a better proxy of PFPQ and gave higher power in the discovery of QTL with at least 1% of
genetic contribution.
3.2 Introduction
Discovery of quantitative trait loci (QTL) is economically important for livestock breed-
ing. Faster genetic improvement can be achieved with direct selection on the QTL that have
been discovered (Dekkers, 2004; Goddard and Hayes, 2009). Numerous genome-wide associa-
tion studies (GWAS) have been performed for QTL discovery through dense single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) that are in linkage or linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the QTL (Hayes
and Goddard, 2010). A typical GWAS involves multiple hypothesis tests on a large number of
SNPs across the genome with a genome-wise error rate (GWER) controlling procedure, such as
Bonferroni correction, for false positives. A well-known drawback of GWAS is the drastic loss
of power (Manolio et al., 2009). In addition, the power decreases as more SNPs are tested when
a higher density panel is adopted for the analysis (Stephens and Balding, 2009).
The fundamental cause for the loss of power is the attempt to control the genome-wise
type I error rate in GWAS. The comparison-wise type I error rate (CWER) for a single test
is the probability of rejecting a null hypothesis when it is true. Controlling CWER at 0.05
will result in ∼ 5 false positives among 100 hypothetical repetitions of the test given the null
hypothesis is true. In the setting of multiple tests, GWER is the probability of committing
at least one false positive or type I error among all tests. Given CWER is held at 0.05 and
assuming independence of tests where all null hypotheses are true, GWER = 1 − (1 − 0.05)m
increases rapidly with the number of SNPs m in the panel. For example, GWER will be as high
as 0.99 with only 100 SNPs, and it will soon become meaningless with hundreds of thousands
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of SNPs as a typic panel for a current GWAS. As a consequence, many discovered associations
were found to be false in the subsequent experiments with new data (Morton, 1955). In human
linkage analyses for a monogenic trait, where about 98% of the null hypotheses are true (Elston
and Lange, 1975; Ott, 1999), using CWER of 0.05 would result in about 73 errors among
100 declared linkages (Fernando et al., 2004). Moreover, many spurious signals detected in
the first experiment may occur again in the second replication just by chance, resulting in a
misconception of confirmed associations (Lander and Kruglyak, 1995). A large amount of effort
will be wasted if investigation is made for each of these SNPs.
Indeed, limiting GWER to a small value will substantially reduce the number of false posi-
tives. The most common method is to use Bonferroni correction, where GWER is guaranteed
to be ≤ 0.05 by limiting CWER for each test to be 0.05/m. That is, the total number of false
positives across the whole genome among hypothetical 100 repetitions of the experiment will be
at most 0.05m ×m× 100, which is only five! In addition, the total number of false positives does
not increase with the number of tests, which means that performing an additional test would
cause a subtle raise of the significance threshold for all the tests that have been done. As a con-
sequence, the significant association found earlier may become insignificant as a finer genome
scan is performed. It has been argued that even with sparse SNPs, a dense-map threshold
should be employed for controlling GWER, because the searching for associations won’t stop
until something interesting is found with a denser map (Lander and Kruglyak, 1995). Thus,
GWER that controls the total number of false positives by assuming all null hypotheses are
true seems to be a problematic solution to the error controlling issue.
An alternative approach is to control the posterior type I error rate (PER), which is the
probability that the null hypothesis is true given rejection (Morton, 1955). The long tradition
of using a LOD score of 3 to declare a linkage was intended to control PER at about 0.05, rather
than to control GWER (Fernando et al., 2004). In a multiple test setting, it has been shown
that if PER is 0.05 for a randomly chosen test, PFP is also 0.05 for the collection of tests, where
PFP =
E(V )
E(R)
,
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V is the number false positives, and R is the number of positives (Southey and Fernando, 1998;
Fernando et al., 2004). A desirable property controlling PFP or PER for a random test is that
it is independent of the total number of tests (Fernando et al., 2004). As a result, the power for
each test does not depend on the number of tests (Fernando et al., 2004; Stephens and Balding,
2009). Further, PFP does not require independence of tests (Fernando et al., 2004), which is
unlikely to hold in GWAS.
Controlling PFP, however, is not as straightforward as controlling GWER in the frequentist
perspective. In addition to the distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis,
controlling PFP requires the knowledge of the proportion of true null hypotheses out of all
hypotheses tested and the average power for tests where the null hypothesis is false, which are
usually hard to know. A variety of methods have been proposed to estimate these quantities
from the traditional p-values (Mosig et al., 2001; Nettleton and Hwang, 2003; Fernando et al.,
2004). However, when such estimates were used to calculate PFP, simulations showed that they
were overly conservative (Fernando et al., 2004). Fortunately, it has been shown that Bayesian
methods for GWAS can facilitate the control of PFP by considering its components as unknown
in the model (Fernando and Garrick, 2012). Fernando (2014) mathematically proved that PER
is related to the posterior probability of the null hypothesis, which is the conditional probability
that the null hypothesis is true given the data. Fernando and Garrick (2013) calculated, for
each genomic window, the posterior probability that it explains more than 1% of the total
genetic variance, which was called window posterior probability of association (WPPA). They
showed that rejecting the null hypothesis of no association with WPPA > 0.95 would result in
the upper bound of PFP equal to 0.05. Stephens and Balding (2009) provided an alternative
way to calculate the posterior probability of association for a single SNP, which is the posterior
odd on the hypothesis of association using a Bayes factor that compares the probabilities of
data under the two rival hypotheses.
There is an increasing interest in applying Bayesian methods for genomic prediction in
GWAS for QTL discovery (Fan et al., 2011; Wolc et al., 2012; Boddicker et al., 2012; Peters
et al., 2012; MacLeod, 2014; Serão et al., 2014; Wolc et al., 2014). BayesB (Meuwissen et al.,
2001) is one of the most popular Bayesian methods for genomic prediction, which fits all SNP
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simultaneously in the model with a mixture prior of a point mass at zero and a univariate-t
distribution for each SNP. It has been shown that a nested version of BayesB, named BayesN,
gave higher accuracy of prediction with less computing time than BayesB (Chapter 2). We
hypothesize that the advantage of BayesN over BayesB for prediction will also hold for QTL
discovery.
Simulated data were used in this study to discover all QTL affecting the trait, QTL that
explained > 0.1% or >1% of the total genetic variance. It has been shown that a window of
consecutive SNPs together can give a stronger signal for a region that contains QTL and reduce
the noise for a region that contains no QTL (Fernando, 2014). Thus, inference of QTL was
made based on non-overlapping one megabase (Mb) windows following (Fernando and Garrick,
2013). Recall that it has been established how to control PFP below a given level in terms
of WPPA. However, it can be argued that controlling PFP below the acceptable level is not
optimal. High power for interesting discoveries is the priority in an exploratory experiment like
GWAS. Therefore, it is not desirable to have a PFP substantially lower than the acceptable level
at the cost of lower power. Thus, the objectives of this study were 1) to propose a procedure
for controlling PFP at rather than below the acceptable level and 2) to compare power against
PFP using BayesN versus BayesB in QTL discovery using a Illumina 777K BovineHD BeadChip
that included 600k segregating SNPs in the simulation.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Data
The data used in this study were the same as in (Chapter 2), as briefly described below.
In total of 948 Aberdeen Angus beef cattle were genotyped with the Illumina 777K BovineHD
BeadChip. Random mating of these animals was simulated to generate 4,000 offspring as a
reference population for QTL discovery. SNPs with minor allele frequencies (MAF) < 0.05 were
removed from the panel for analysis, resulting in 609,870 (600k) SNPs in the panel. The selected
SNPs were distributed in 2,649 one-megabase windows across 30 chromosomes, with on average
230 SNPs in each window. The average LD between adjacent SNPs was 0.567, which is in line
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with the reports from other studies (de Roos et al., 2008). The trait was defined by either
300 common QTL with MAF > 0.05 or 300 rare QTL with MAF < 0.05 that were randomly
selected from all SNPs. The SNPs selected to be QTL were excluded from the SNP panel used
for the analysis. QTL effects were sampled from a normal distribution and scaled to give a trait
heritability of 0.5. The simulation was repeated for 8 times for each of the common and rare
QTL scenarios.
3.3.2 Statistical models
The statistical models used for QTL discovery were BayesB (Meuwissen et al., 2001; Fer-
nando and Garrick, 2013) and BayesN (Chapter 2). Both are Bayesian multiple linear regression
models with the following common form:
y = 1µ+ Zu + e,
where y is a vector of phenotypes, µ is the intercept with a flat prior, Z is a n×m matrix for
the SNP genotype scores∈ {0, 1, 2}, n is the number of phenotypic records, m is the number of
SNPs, u is a vector of random allele substitution effects of SNPs, and e is a vector of residuals.
BayesB and BayesN differ only in the prior specification for the SNP effects.
In BayesB, the SNP effects are identically and independently distributed. The prior for each
SNP effect is a mixture of a point mass at zero with probability pi and a scaled t-distribution
centered at zero with probability 1−pi. Equivalently, the SNP effect can be written as uj = αjδj ,
where αj ∼ tνα(0, S2α) and δj ∼ Bernoulli(1− pi) with given values for να, S2α and pi. Here, we
set να = 4, S2α =
GV
2pq(1−pi)m
να−2
να
following (Fernando et al., 2007) where pq is the mean product
of alternate allele frequencies over all SNPs, and pi = m−s·km , where s = 300 is the number of
QTL and k = 2 is the average number of SNPs associated with each QTL. We have observed
that for the data used in this study, k = 2 gave a higher accuracy of prediction than k = 10 in
both the common and the rare QTL scenarios (Chapter 2).
In BayesN, the prior for SNP effects within a window i is a mixture of the zero vector with
probability Π and a vector of identically and independently distributed random variables with
with probability Π, where each of these random variables is also from a mixture distribution
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consisting of a point mass at zero with probability pii and a normal distribution with probability
1 − pii. This results in a prior where SNP effects within a 1 Mb window that are dependent
but are independent across windows. Again, equivalently, the effect of SNP j in window i is
uij = αijδij∆i, where αij |σ2i ∼ Normal(0, σ2i ), σ2i ∼ ναS2αχ−2να , δij ∼ Bernoulli(1 − pii), and
∆i ∼ Bernoulli(1−Π). The values of να and S2α were given as in BayesB. The window-specific
pii =
mi−k
mi
, where mi is the number of SNPs in window i, which enables a fitting of a fixed
number of SNPs k = 2 regardless of the number of SNPs in the window. The probability of
windows with zero effect Π = w−sw , where w is the total number of windows in the genome.
3.3.3 Hypotheses tests
Following Fernando and Garrick (2012)’s approach, the strength of association to the trait
was tested for every non-overlapping 1 Mb window across the whole genome. The strength of
association was measured by the proportion pi of the total genetic variance explained by the
SNPs jointly in window i. The declaration of an association was made based on the posterior
distribution of pi obtained from Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samples as shown below.
In MCMC sample t, the total genetic variance, σ2(t)g , for a randomly sampled animal is calculated
as
σ2(t)g =
∑n
l=1(g
t
l − µtg)2
n
,
where
µtg =
∑n
l=1 g
t
l
n
,
and gtl are elements from the predicted genetic values g
t for all individuals l = 1, . . . , n using
all SNP effects obtained from sample t:
gt = Xαt.
The window genetic variance σ2gi is calculated in the same way but using the effects of SNPs
only in window i:
gti = Xiα
t
i,
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σ2(t)gi =
∑n
l=1(g
t
li − µtgi)2
n
and µtgi =
∑n
l=1 g
t
il
n
.
The ratio between the window and the total genetic variance,
pti =
σ
2(t)
gi
σ
2(t)
g
,
gives the proportion of the total genetic variance explained by this window.
Suppose we are interested in testing the hypothesis if pi is greater than some γ ∈ [0, 1], i.e.,
whether or not this window explains more than γ × 100% of the total genetic variance:
H0 : σ
2
gi ≤ γσ2g ,
H1 : σ
2
gi > γσ
2
g .
Statistical inference is drawn based on the posterior probability that the window variance
exceeds γ × 100% of the total genetic variance or WPPA:
WPPA = Pr(pi > γ|y)
= Pr(H1|y).
WPPA is calculated as the proportion of MCMC samples with pi > γ for each window. The
null hypothesis is rejected when WPPA is equal to or higher than a cut-off, which is chosen
such that PFP is low.
It can be shown that rejecting a null hypothesis when WPPA ≥ some c ∈ [0, 1] would result
in controlling PER ≤ 1 − c (Fernando, 2014). Over repeated sampling, the value q of WPPA
for a given window will be a random variable with some density function f(q). Then, PER for
that window is:
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PER = Pr(H0|q ≥ c)
=
ˆ 1
c
Pr(H0|q)f(q|q ≥ c)dq
=
ˆ 1
c
(1− q) f(q)dq´ 1
c f(q)dq
= E(1− q|q ≥ c)
= 1− E(q|q ≥ c)
≤ 1− c.
Therefore, rejecting H0 when the value qof WPPA is ≥ c results in a PFP ≤ 1− c over all tests
(Fernando, 2014):
PFP =
E(V)
E(R)
=
wPr(H0, q ≥ c)
wPr(q > c)
=
´ 1
c Pr(H0|q)f(q)dq´ 1
c f(q)dq
=
ˆ 1
c
Pr(H0|q)f(q|q ≥ c)dq
= Pr(H0|q ≥ c)
= PER,
where w was defined as the number of windows. Indeed, PFP ≤ an acceptable rate c, as
E(q|q ≥ c) ≥ c. In practice, however, we don’t want PFP to be too small because this will also
lower the power. Thus, power of the test can be increased by controlling PFP at 1− c.
Therefore, we proposed to control PFP to be equal to 1 − c rather ≤ (1 − c) by searching
an empirical cut-off value c∗ for WPPA such that
PFP = 1− c
= 1− E(q|q ≥ c∗).
If the density function f(q) for WPPA is known, then c∗ can be analytically solved from the
following equation:
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1− c = 1−
ˆ 1
c∗
qf(q)dq.
Otherwise, the following procedure can be used to obtain c∗ empirically:
1. Select a desired level of PFP 1− c;
2. Sort WPPA for all windows in decreasing order;
3. Calculate the cumulative moving average of all WPPA up until the current window;
4. Once the cumulative average ≥ 1− c, set c∗ to be the WPPA of the current window.
PFP controlled using WPPA as described above will be denoted PFPM as it is based on the
window variance explained by SNP markers. The test using WPPA can be used as a proxy for
testing the hypothesis that the magnitude of the genetic variance at QTL in a genomic window
exceeds γ% of the total genetic variance. The test based on WPPA, calculated from SNPs, for
inference at QTL would be valid given the condition that SNPs in a window completely capture
the signal from QTL in that window and do not receive any signal from other windows. As
described below, the simulation was used to examine how well this condition holds for high-
density SNP panels that are used for whole genome analyses in beef cattle. First, the genetic
variance at QTL was calculated for each genomic window. Then, among those windows that
had a PFPM of 1− c, the proportion that had a genetic variance at QTL greater than γ% was
denoted PFPQ, which would be 1− c if the condition given above holds. In other words, PFPQ
is the realized PFP from a frequentist point of view. In this study, we used γ = 0%, 0.1%,
or 1% in attempt to detect all QTL windows, QTL windows that explained ≥ 0.1%, or QTL
windows that explained ≥ 1% of the total genetic variance.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Window Genetic Variance
Figure 3.1 shows the posterior mean of window genetic variance obtained from BayesN versus
BayesB in the cases of common and rare QTL. The color of the dots indicates the distance of the
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window to the closest QTL and the size of the dots indicates the magnitude of the true genetic
variance at that QTL. Large posterior variances were observed for windows that contained
QTL. Windows with small posterior variances were mostly distant from any QTL. In the case
of common QTL, window variances from BayesN were slightly greater than those in BayesB
when the window contained QTL, in particular for large QTL effects. In the case of rare QTL,
it became more evident that window variances were shrunk more in BayesB than in BayesN.
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Figure 3.1 Posterior mean of window variances for all 1-Mb windows obtained from BayesN
versus BayesB. Color shows the distance of the window to the closest QTL and the
dot size shows the size of the genetic variance at that QTL.
Figure 3.2 shows how well the QTL variance was predicted by the window variance with two
methods. The accuracy of prediction for window variances with BayesN was higher than that
with BayesB. In the case of common QTL, BayesN gave no bias whereas BayesB resulted in a
slight underestimation of QTL variance. The prediction for rare QTL was more challenging, and
lower accuracy of predicting window variances and higher bias were observed for both methods.
The bias in BayesB was substantially larger than in BayesN. In this case, the variances of a
large proportion of QTL were mistakenly shrunk to almost zero.
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Figure 3.2 True genetic variance at the QTL versus estimated window variance based on SNPs
using BayesN and BayesB for common and rare QTL. Color shows the distance of
the window to the closest QTL.
3.4.2 Window Posterior Probability of Association (WPPA)
WPPA was calculated for the window variance that exceeded 0%, 0.1%, or 1% of the total
genetic variance. In general, WPPA had a large dense cluster close to zero and a small dense
cluster close to one (Figure 3.3). This is because windows with large QTL effects were detected
with high WPPA, while the remainder mostly with no QTL or small effects were observed with
low WPPA. Overall, BayesN gave lower WPPA than BayesB, which was not desirable for those
windows contained QTL. However, for QTL with larger effects, WPPA obtained from BayesN
was higher than from BayesB. In the case of rare QTL, there were quite a few QTL with larger
effects were detected with WPPA ≥ 0.9 in BayesN but were missed in BayesB.
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Figure 3.3 Window posterior probability of association (WPPA) obtained from BayesN versus
BayesB for common or rare QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the
total genetic variance. Color shows the distance of the window to the closest QTL
with the genetic variance exceeding the desired magnitude and the dot size shows
the size of the genetic variance at that QTL.
Declaring a significance with WPPA ≥ c would result in PFPM ≤ 1 − c. Alternatively, we
propose to control PFPM at 1 − c by using a new cut-off c∗ for which the observed mean for
WPPA ≥ c∗ is c. Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between the cut-off c∗ and the observed
average value for WPPA ≥ c∗. In general, using c∗ = 0.8 gave E(WPPA|WPPA ≥ c∗) ≈ 0.95,
resulting in PFPM ≈ 0.05. That is, if we want to control PFPM at 0.05, we should choose a
cut-off of 0.8 for WPPA. Similarly, we should choose a cut-off of 0.7 for controlling PFPM at
0.1, and a cut-off of 0.5 for PFPM at 0.2. For QTL windows > 0% of the total genetic variance,
the conditional mean for WPPA from BayesN was generally higher than that from BayesB.
3.4.3 Proportion of false positives at QTL (PFPQ) versus at markers (PFPM)
Since QTL genotypes were not in the panel for analysis, controlling the proportion of false
positives at the QTL PFPQ is not straightforward. Instead, controlling PFPM at the SNP
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Figure 3.4 Mean WPPA above cut-off values versus the cut-off values for common or rare QTL
with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic variance.
marker level was used as a proxy for inference on magnitude of window variance at QTL. Figure
3.5 shows how well PFPQ agreed with PFPM using the two methods for analysis. In the case
of common QTL, using BayesN, PFPQ was in almost perfect agreement with PFPM regardless
of the size of the QTL effects, therefore controlling PFP at the SNP level exactly controlled
PFP at the QTL level. In contrast, controlling PFPM using BayesB resulted in either higher
PFPQ for small QTL or lower PFPQ for large QTL, indicating more false positives at QTL than
expected for small effects or fewer false positives at QTL than expected for large effects. In the
more challenging situation where all QTL had rare alleles, both BayesN and BayesB resulted in
PFPQ markedly higher than PFPM for small to moderate QTL effects, although the bias from
BayesN was relatively lower compared to BayesB. For large QTL, BayesB gave good agreement
between PFPQ and PFPM but there still was a small upward bias for BayesN.
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Figure 3.5 Proportion of false positives at the QTL level (PFPQ) versus that at the marker
level (PFPM) for common or rare QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of
the total genetic variance.
3.4.4 Power for detecting QTL
The power for a test is the probability of rejecting a null hypothesis when it is false. It
was calculated as the ratio of the number of true positives and the total number of false null
hypotheses, where a true positive refers to a significant declaration made for a window that
contained QTL with genetic variance exceeding γ% of the total genetic variance. The power
using BayesB and BayesN were compared in relation to the observed values of PFPQ (Figure
3.6). The power would be the same as PFPQ on the 45-degree line. Note that in the investigation
of power against CWER, which is known as the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis,
the 45-degree line is the expected performance for a random test, where the distributions of
test statistic are identical under the null and the alternative hypotheses. This interpretation,
however, does not hold here. In fact, for a random test, PFPQ will be equal to the probability
of a true null hypothesis when a window is selected at random, regardless of the critical values
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used for declaring a significance. For a good test, high power is expected at a low error rate, in
line with that in ROC analysis.
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Figure 3.6 Power against PFP at the QTL level (PFPQ) using BayesN versus BayesB for
common or rare QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic
variance.
For a given level of PFPQ, power was much lower for detecting rare QTL rather than
common QTL, but it increased as the discovery was focused only on larger effects (Figure 3.6).
The best case was in the discovery of common QTL with genetic variance > 1% of the total
genetic variance, where the power was markedly higher than PFPQ for all critical values. For
instance, the power was 0.3 for PFPQ = 0.05 and 0.4 for PFPQ = 0.1. In the discovery of
rare QTL with genetic variance > 1%, the power was only 0.18 for PFPQ = 0.05 and 0.22 for
PFPQ = 0.1. It was higher than PFPQ when PFPQ < 0.3 and then became lower thanPFPQ.
Detecting QTL with small effects was very challenging with 4,000 observations. The power was
below 0.2 for common QTL with small to moderate effects when PFPQ = 0.1. The worst case
was for the QTL with rare alleles and small effects, where the power was below 0.1 until PFPQ
increased over 0.6 for QTL with genetic variance > 0.1% or over 0.8 for any QTL.
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Figure 3.7 Power against PFP at the marker level (PFPM) using BayesN versus BayesB for
common or rare QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic
variance.
BayesN and BayesB had about the same power for detecting common QTL regardless of
the size of the QTL effect. In the discovery of rare QTL, the power from BayesN tended to be
slightly higher than that from BayesB for QTL with small to moderate effects. This advantage
became greater for rare QTL with large effects when PFP > 0.1.
Figure 3.7 shows the power for detecting QTL given different levels of PFPM. There was
a clear advantage of BayesN over BayesB for detecting large QTL with genetic contribution
> 1%: when PFPM = 0.1, the power was 0.39 versus 0.31 for common QTL, and it was 0.26
versus 0.18 for rare QTL. Since PFPQ was lower than PFPM in BayesB in the case of common
QTL with large effects (Figure 3.5), the power using BayesN became higher than BayesB at
the same level of PFPM. For QTL with small effects, BayesB and BayesN tended to give the
same power while controlling PFPM to a small value, but BayesB had a higher power as PFPM
increased at the cost of higher PFPQ (Figure 3.5). In practice, attention is focus on the power
for low values of PFPM. The power for PFPM 6 0.2 along with the critical values for WPPA
and corresponding PFPQ values are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
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Table 3.1 Empirical values of WPPA cut-off, PFP at the QTL level (PFPQ) and power given
a critical value of PFP at the marker level (PFPM) for common QTL with genetic
variance > 1% of the total genetic variance.
WPPA Cut-off PFPQ Power
Critical PFPM BayesN BayesB BayesN BayesB BayesN BayesB
0.05 0.83 0.84 0.052 0 0.299 0.250
0.10 0.72 0.74 0.107 0.075 0.408 0.337
0.15 0.61 0.62 0.151 0.106 0.489 0.413
0.20 0.48 0.52 0.213 0.135 0.543 0.489
Table 3.2 Empirical values of WPPA cut-off, PFP at the QTL level (PFPQ) and power given a
critical value of PFP at the marker level (PFPM) for rare QTL with genetic variance
> 1% of the total genetic variance.
WPPA Cut-off PFPQ Power
Critical PFPM BayesN BayesB BayesN BayesB BayesN BayesB
0.05 0.75 0.73 0.106 0.033 0.225 0.155
0.10 0.59 0.64 0.153 0.056 0.267 0.182
0.15 0.51 0.53 0.232 0.114 0.283 0.209
0.20 0.40 0.46 0.282 0.200 0.299 0.214
3.5 Discussion
The natural way to reduce errors among significant results for QTL discovery is to control
PER – the probability for a true null hypothesis given it is rejected. Controlling PER for
every single test aggregates to the control of PFP among all significant results regardless of the
number of tests. In Bayesian methods, it is straightforward to manage PFP for multiple tests
of association across the genome. In this study, the strength of association to the trait was
tested for each genomic window by computing the marker-based PFPM, and this was used as
evidence for QTL discovery. However, there can be a discrepancy between controlling PFPM at
the marker level and PFPQ at the QTL level as QTL genotypes are not observed. Fortunately,
PFPQ was in perfect agreement with PFPM when BayesN was used in the discovery for common
QTL. For both methods, the power for detecting QTL increased with the size of effects and MAF
at the QTL. Based on the same PFPQ, BayesN gave higher power than BayesB for detecting
rare QTL windows with genetic variance > 1% of the total genetic variance.
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3.5.1 Controlling false positives
PFP and type I error rate are two different ways to measure the number of false positives.
Type I error rate for a single test (CWER) is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis
when it is true. It measures the number of false positives among hypothetical repetitions of the
test, whereas PER is probability that the positive result is false for this test. Type I error rate
for multiple tests (GWER in the case of GWAS) is the probability of rejecting even a single
null hypothesis that is true. Controlling GWER allows only a fixed number of false positives to
occur no matter how many tests are performed. Controlling PFP, however, allows the number
of false positives to increase as more tests are performed because the total number of positives
also increases; it is the proportion of the false positives among all positives under control. The
differences in controlling PFP and type I error rate and their corresponding power are shown
below.
Controlling type I error rate only requires the distribution of the test statistic under the
null hypothesis H0. A small type I error rate, however, is not sufficient to determine if the
window is truly associated to the trait because the answer also depends on the power of the
test, which requires the distribution of the test statistic under the alternative hypothesis H1.
Suppose one is interested in controlling type I error rate for QTL discovery using WPPA as the
test statistic. The empirical distributions of WPPA under H0 : σ2gi < γσ
2
g and H1 : σ2gi > γσ2g
for γ = 0, 0.1% or 1% using BayesB method are shown in Figure 3.8. In the discovery of any
QTL with rare alleles (bottom-left, Figure 3.8), controlling CWER at 0.1 level resulted in a
cut-off of 0.286 for WPPA, whereas the cut-off c was as high as 0.916 in controlling PER at
the same level. In fact, controlling CWER = 0.1 resulted in a PER of 0.854, i.e. ∼85% of
the positive results were actually false! The difference between CWER and PER is because in
addition to the distribution of WPPA under H0, PER also takes account of the distribution of
WPPA under H1 and the distribution of H0:
PER =
Pr(WPPA > c|H0) Pr(H0)
Pr(WPPA > c|H0) Pr(H0) + Pr(WPPA > c|H1) Pr(H1) .
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In this case, where the distributions of WPPA under H0 and H1 were very close, obtaining a
true positive result was almost as unlikely as obtaining a false positive, and therefore a high
value of WPPA provided little evidence in H1 against H0. In the discovery of any QTL with
common alleles (top-left, Figure 3.8), the distribution under H0 was the same as that in the case
of rare QTL but the distribution under H1 was shifted a bit to the right, therefore the cut-off
for CWER didn’t change but for PFP it moved toward CWER. Controlling CWER = 0.1 now
resulted in ∼70% of the positive results to be false. It can be shown that CWER will be equal
to PER when H0 and H1 are equally likely and the power = 1 - CWER, i.e. type I and type II
error rates are the same.
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Figure 3.8 Distribution of WPPA obtained from BayesB under H0 and H1 for common or rare
QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic variance. Critical
value of WPPA that gives CWER=0.05 (dashed line), GWER=0.05 (dotted line),
or PFP=0.05 (solid line) is indicated.
As explained above, PER will be closer to CWER when the distributions of the test statistic
under the rival hypotheses have less overlap. However, as the distributions of WPPA under H0
and H1 became more and more distinct (across columns, Figure 3.8), controlling CWER resulted
in even higher PER (Figure 3.10). For example, ∼95% of the positives for rare QTL with genetic
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Table 3.3 Distribution of H0 for QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total
genetic variance.
QTL Genetic Variance Number of True H0 Number of False H0 Frequency of False H0
> 0.0% GV 2373 276 0.104
> 0.1% GV 2505 144 0.054
> 1.0% GV 2623 26 0.010
contribution > 1% were false at CWER = 0.1. This is because for the tests aimed at discovering
only large QTL, the probability of true null hypothesis Pr(H0) became higher (Table 3.3). As
a result, the probability of making a false positive became higher. Meanwhile, the probability
of making a true positive became lower because the total number of H1 was smaller, although
we had more power to detect them.
Contrary to controlling CWER, controlling GWER using Bonferroni correction for multiple
tests resulted in a too stringent control of PFP (Figure 3.10). As a consequence, the power for
GWER was less than half of the power for PFP across critical values. For instance, the power
was at most 0.4 for GWER = 1 (top right, Figure 3.11), although the corresponding PFP was
even less than 0.1 (top right, Figure 3.10). It is implied that a significant association is very
likely to be true but to find such a significance is extremely difficult. Thus, controlling type I
error rate results in a dilemma that either the significant result is unlikely to be true or it is
unlikely to find a significant result.
Another prevailing error controlling procedure is the false discovery rate (FDR; Benjamini
and Hochberg, 1995; Weller, 2000; Mosig et al., 2001) approach. FDR is defined as the expected
proportion of false positive among discoveries over experiments that have at least one rejection,
weighted by the probability of rejection:
FDR = E
(
V
R
∣∣∣∣R > 0)Pr(R > 0).
It is common to mistakenly regard FDR as PFP. A counter-example would be that, if all null
hypotheses are true, PFP will be one but FDR can still be a small value given that probability
of rejection is low, which may be misleading. Positive FDR (Storey, 2002) was defined to handle
this problem due to R = 0 in some experiments:
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Figure 3.9 Distribution of WPPA obtained from BayesN under H0 and H1 for common or rare
QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic variance. Critical
value of WPPA that gives CWER=0.05 (dashed line), GWER=0.05 (dotted line),
or PFP=0.05 (solid line) is indicated.
pFDR = E
(
V
R
∣∣∣∣R > 0) .
Note that pFDR, however, is still not PFP. Fernando et al. (2004) have shown with examples
that PFP can substantially differ to pFDR in the case where the proportion of false positives
increases with the total number of positives from one experiment to another, which would occur
if tests are positively correlated within experiment. Storey (2003) has shown that pFDR = PFP
when the tests are identically and independently distributed.
3.5.2 Differences between PFPQ and PFPM
The preferable way to manage false positives is to control PFP for the advantages of its
desired properties (Fernando et al., 2004) and the convenience of implementation under the
Bayesian framework (Fernando and Garrick, 2013; Fernando, 2014). We proposed an improved
procedure that controls PFPM to be at rather than below the desired level based on the cumu-
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Figure 3.10 Relationship between type I error rate and PER at the QTL level using BayesN
versus BayesB for common or rare QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1%
of the total genetic variance.
lative mean of WPPA. With this approach, the PFPQ and PFPM are expected to be closer, as
the cut-off value and the cumulative mean of WPPA were not in a good agreement (3.4).
In the case of common QTL, PFPM using BayesN was a perfect proxy of PFPQ regard-
less of the size of QTL effects, whereas PFPQ using BayesB was either higher or lower than
PFPM (Figure 3.5). We attribute the differences between PFPQ and PFPM in BayesB to the
underestimation of window variance and lack of shrinkage on noise. In BayesB, each SNP effect
was considered to be independent and it was difficult for a single SNP to capture a small QTL
effect. While in BayesN, two SNPs were a priori fitted in the model to jointly capture the QTL
effect in a window. Meanwhile, BayesN gave stronger shrinkage of noise than BayesB as null
effects were dropped by windows. Thus, BayesN gave zero bias but BayesB under estimated
the window variance relative to the QTL variance (Figure 3.2). Because noise was insufficiently
shrunk and the signal appeared to be weaker, higher PFPQ than PFPM was observed in BayesB
for small QTL effects. In the discovery of large QTL, even with insufficient shrinkage on noise,
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Figure 3.11 Power against CWER, GWER and PFPQ using BayesN versus BayesB for com-
mon or rare QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic
variance.
its contribution to window variance was unlikely to exceed a cut-off value as high as 1%, and
PFPQ was lower than PFPM in BayesB due to the underestimation of signal.
In the case of rare QTL, however, PFPQ was much higher than PFPM for both models except
in the discovery of only large QTL (bottom row, Figure 3.5). Coincidentally, Fernando (2014)
observed a lower frequency of simulated QTL (proportion of true positives) than the WPPA
within a certain range for BayesB. In other words, PFPQ in their study was also higher than
PFPM, as PFPQ would be one minus the frequency of simulated QTL and PFPM would be one
minus WPPA. They attributed this to the bleeding of the signal from a QTL to the neighboring
windows when the QTL was close to the edge of the adjacent windows. This explanation can
also be used here. As explained below, the problem of signal bleeding was even worse in this
study. Our reference population that had 4,000 individuals were generated from 960 parents
by random mating. When QTL alleles were rare, LD between SNPs and the QTL were low,
and therefore CS plays a more important role in the association analysis. The signal due to
CS, however, may go across several windows for only one generation of recombinations. Thus,
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the signal coming from the neighboring windows that contained QTL would cause a higher
proportion of false positives. Chen and Storey (2006) referred such an association problem in
the linkage analysis as signal dependence.
This problem of signal bleeding was to a large extent fixed when the hypothesis was tested
only for large QTL with more than 1% of genetic contribution (bottom right, Figure 3.5). This
may because, although the genetic variance in a neighboring window of the QTL may not be
zero due to CS, it is expected to be somewhat lower than the window that contains the QTL.
Testing for a large magnitude of window variance therefore reduces the chance to wrongly accept
a spurious window.
Fernando (2014) found that WPPA and the frequency of simulated QTL had a perfect
agreement when the QTL were included in the analysis. Thus, this problem of signal bleeding
may not occur in the use of sequence variants that eventually uncover all the QTL. Another
possibility to address this problem is to include rare SNPs in the panel to obtain higher LD
with the QTL and reduce the contribution due to CS. Alternatively, a method that directly
models the effects of unobserved QTL genotypes has the potential to control PFPQ explicitly.
3.5.3 Increase of power
The power to detect all QTL, particularly for rare QTL, was very low (Figure 3.6). Once
we narrowed down the goal of discovery to the QTL with genetic variance > 1%, the power
increased from 0.1 to 0.4 for common QTL and from almost zero to 0.2 for rare QTL at
PFPQ = 0.1. In practice, it is the QTL with large effects that are of economic importance.
Thus, most of the discoveries focus on the QTL with at least 1% of genetic contribution (Fan
et al., 2011; Wolc et al., 2012; Peters et al., 2012; MacLeod, 2014). For WPPA > 0.9, BayesN
gave remarkably more true positives than BayesB for both common and rare QTL (Figure 3.3).
For PFPM = 0.1, BayesN gave a power ∼0.1 higher than BayesB (Figure 3.7). In terms of
PFPQ , BayesN gave about the same power as BayesB for common QTL but higher power for
rare QTL when PFPQ > 0.1. It has been found that BayesN had a bigger advantage in genomic
prediction for the trait with rare QTL (Chapter 2), because the low LD between a single SNP
and the QTL gave more room for the multi-locus LD between multiple SNPs and the QTL to
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manifest its strength. Here, for the same reason, we have seen that the advantage of BayesN
was also higher in the power to detect rare QTL than common QTL.
Recognizing the QTL in the flanking window of the one with high WPPA as true positives,
as suggested in (Fernando, 2014), is another way to increase power at the cost of reduced
resolution of QTL mapping. It is equivalent to defining a window with a wider width such that
the proportion of H1 becomes higher. Taking two or even four flanking windows into account
for QTL detection had little impact on large QTL but substantially increased the power for
small QTL (Figure 3.12). The reason may be as follows. Compared the small effects with the
large effects, the distributions of WPPA under H0 and H1 were closer and the difference between
Pr(H0) and Pr(H1) were smaller, therefore there was a bigger chance to find a false negative
among all negative results.
For a monogenic trait, increasing the heritability is equivalent to increasing the sample size
(Daetwyler et al., 2010). When heritability is equal to one, it is equivalent to having infinite
data. This equivalence may not hold for a polygenic trait because the effect of each QTL may
not be estimable if the genotype matrix at the QTL does not have full column rank. Here, the
power in relation to PFP was investigated when the sample size or the heritability was doubled.
With increased sample size from 4,000 to 8,000 (Figure 3.13), in the discovery of common QTL
with PFPQ = 0.1, the power increased from 0.1 to 0.25 for all QTL, from 0.2 to 0.4 for QTL
that had at least 0.1% of genetic contribution, or from 0.4 to 0.6 for QTL that had at least 1% of
genetic contribution. In the discovery of rare QTL, the power was still very low for small effects
but it increased from 0.2 to 0.3 for large effects. Focusing on QTL with at least 1% of genetic
contribution, BayesN had higher power than BayesB by 0.1 for common QTL and by 0.2 for
rare QTL. With increased heritability from 0.5 to 0.99 (Figure 3.14), which was equivalent to
increase the sample size to even a higher value, the power became 0.6, 0.9 or 0.9 for the common
QTL with genetic variance > 0, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic variance at PFPQ = 0.1, and
the corresponding values of power were 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 for the rare QTL. Note that with more
data, BayesN tended to be more superior to BayesB in the discovery of rare QTL.
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3.6 Conclusions
Our proposal of controlling PFP gave smaller differences between PFPQ and PFPM in
general. In the discovery of common QTL, BayesN gave a perfect match between PFPQ and
PFPM regardless of the size of the QTL effects, whereas BayesB resulted in a higher PFPQ for
small effects but lower for large effects. In the discovery of rare QTL, PFPM from either BayesB
or BayesN was a poor proxy of PFPQ for detecting all QTL but it was acceptable for detecting
QTL with large effects. We had more power to discover large than small QTL and common
than rare QTL. At the same level of PFPQ, BayesN gave at least equivalent power as BayesB
and the power from BayesN was about 0.1 higher in the discovery of rare QTL with at least 1%
of the total genetic variance. At the same level of PFPM, BayesN gave power about 0.1 higher
than BayesB for both common and rare QTL that had at least 1% of the total genetic variance.
In conclusion, compared with BayesB, BayesN gave a better agreement between PFPQ and
PFPM in general and higher power in the discovery of QTL with at least 1% of the total genetic
variance.
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Figure 3.12 Power against PFPQ with recognizing QTL only within the window (Distance=0),
also in the two flanking windows (Distance=1), or in the four flanking windows
(Distance=2) as true positives for common or rare QTL with genetic variance >
0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic variance.
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Figure 3.13 Power against PFPQ with a sample size of 8,000 using BayesN and BayesB for
common or rare QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic
variance.
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Figure 3.14 Power against PFPQ with heritability of 0.99 using BayesN and BayesB for com-
mon or rare QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic
variance.
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CHAPTER 4. GENOMIC PREDICTION USING A MIXED TRAINING
POPULATION OF MULTIPLE FAMILIES, GENERATIONS OR BREEDS
4.1 Abstract
Accurate prediction of breeding values of selection candidates using dense marker genotypes
requires a large training dataset. In practice, the number of training individuals that have
close genomic relationships to the selection candidates is usually limited. Thus, genotypic and
phenotypic records from other families, generations or breeds are pooled together to increase
the training size. However, the linkage phase may be opposite in different families and the
LD between markers and the QTL may not hold across breeds. Marker effects models such as
GBLUP and BayesC do not account for the heterogeneous association signals across groups.
Therefore, accuracy of prediction may not improve with increasing training size. In this study,
a QTL effects model that fits effects for unobserved QTL genotypes is developed to explicitly
account for all sources of information in such a mixed population. In the QTL model, putative
QTL are assumed in every centi-morgan chromosomal segment. LD is modeled through the
conditional gene frequency at the putative QTL given the surrounding marker haplotypes in
founders, which is assumed to be the same for all groups from a breed. Co-segregation is
modeled by tracing the inheritance of the putative QTL alleles along with the surrounding
marker haplotypes in non-founders. The QTL model was compared with a marker effects
model BayesC with pi = 0 (BayesC0) or with pi = 0.9 (BayesC90) using simulated training
populations consisting of multiple groups that went across families, generations, or breeds with
candidates from a single group that was not included in training. Different scenarios were
simulated, where QTL and markers were in strong LD (all QTL had common alleles), weak LD
(all QTL had rare alleles), linkage equilibrium (LE) in the founders, or a mixture of the three
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cases, while markers were always in LD. In the strong LD scenario, BayesC90 and the QTL
model had similar accuracy, which was up to 11.0% higher than BayesC0 with standard error
(s.e.) < 0.8% across 16 replicates, as the number of groups for training increased. In the weak
LD scenario, the QTL model had accuracy up to 12.9% (s.e. < 0.8%) higher than BayesC90
and up to 17.7% (s.e. < 0.9%) higher than BayesC0. In the scenario with LE between QTL
and markers, accuracy from BayesC diminished with increasing number of families or breeds,
whereas accuracy from the QTL model was persistent and up to 39.7% higher than BayesC90
and up to 40.5% higher than BayesC0 (s.e. < 1.7% for both). In conclusion, the QTL model
is superior to the marker effects models for genomic prediction with mixed populations that
consist of multiple families, generations, or breeds. In the QTL model, differences in genetic
information between groups are properly accommodated by explicitly modeling LD, CS and
pedigree relationships. Thus, the advantages of the QTL model increases with the number of
groups in the pedigree and the relative contribution of CS information to the prediction.
4.2 Introduction
Accurate genomic prediction of breeding values of selection candidates requires a large train-
ing dataset of individuals that are genomically related to the candidates. In practice, however,
the number of training individuals that have close genomic relationships to the selection candi-
dates is usually limited. Therefore, typically, the training size is increased by pooling together
the records from unrelated families (Albrecht et al., 2011), older generations (Wolc et al., 2011)
or different breeds (Hayes et al., 2009a). Individuals in such a population will have a range of
genomic relationships to the candidates, and they will contribute different types of information
to prediction. In individuals that are closely related, there will be cosegregation (CS) between
markers and QTL even in the absence of linkage disequilibrium (LD). On the other hand, in
individuals that are distantly related, there will be little or no CS and markers will contribute
information for prediction only through LD with the QTL. However, the linkage phase may be
opposite in different families and the LD between markers and the QTL may not hold across
breeds (de Roos et al., 2008; Sargolzaei et al., 2008; Porto-Neto et al., 2014).
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Multiple regression models were thought to only model the LD information (Meuwissen
et al., 2001; Habier et al., 2007; Calus, 2010). It has recently been shown that GBLUP, which
is equivalent to prediction using marker effects models (Fernando, 1998; Habier et al., 2007;
Strandén and Garrick, 2009), implicitly captures CS information (Habier et al., 2013) and
pedigree relationships (Habier et al., 2007, 2010c). However, these sources of information are
inadequately modeled and the differences between groups are not accounted for. Habier et al.
(2013) showed that as the number of families in training increased, the accuracy of prediction
due to CS decreased using GBLUP. We propose to address this problem by using a model that
fits the effects of the unobserved QTL genotypes. This explicitly accounts for CS information.
A number of methods have been developed to model the unobserved QTL conditional on
the marker information (Heath, 1997; Sillanpää and Arjas, 1998, 1999; Yi, 2004; Zhang et al.,
2005; Legarra et al., 2009; Habier et al., 2010d; He et al., 2010). When QTL genotypes are not
observed, the phenotypic value follows a mixture of distributions around the genotypic values
of the QTL. Marker information allows the use of a single multivariate normal to approximate
this mixture distribution, where the mean vector can be modeled conditional on marker allele
states in the presence of LD (Legarra et al., 2009; He et al., 2010), and the covariance matrix
can be refined as in Fernando and Grossman (1989) in the presence of CS.
Alternatively, the mixture distribution of the phenotypic value can be directly modeled with-
out approximation (Heath, 1997; Sillanpää and Arjas, 1998, 1999; Yi, 2004; Zhang et al., 2005;
Habier et al., 2010d). Mixture models are straightforward to implement with Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques. In a mixture model approach of combining LD and CS,
LD information is used to model QTL alleles in founders depending on the marker haplotypes
and CS information is used to track the segregation of QTL alleles in nonfounders based on
the marker alleles (Balding et al., 2008; Habier et al., 2010d). However, this approach is very
computationally intensive as both marker and QTL information need to be sampled in each
analysis. Therefore, Habier et al. (2010d) proposed a two-stage approach: the probabilities of
marker haplotypes in founders and the probabilities of the QTL allele cosegregation with the
marker alleles in nonfounders were estimated in the first stage using all marker genotypes, and
these probabilities were considered as known in the second stage to sample the QTL genotypes
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conditional on phenotypes. Their results suggested that the marker haplotypes and the coseg-
regation probabilities just needs to be sampled once, and can be applied to the analyses of all
traits.
Habier et al. (2010d)’s analysis in the second stage has, however, couple of limitations. 1) In
their analysis, the QTL allele states in founders depend on the haplotypes of the two flanking
markers, which implies that only LD in a very short range is exploited. It may be insufficient to
capture LD based on only two marker haplotypes. Calus et al. (2008) found that using 10 rather
than 2 SNPs to define a haplotype for a haplotype model gave a higher accuracy of prediction
for a trait with heritability 0.5. 2) A putative QTL is assumed in the middle of each marker
pair, therefore the number of QTL will increase with the number of SNPs when a higher density
panel is used. Thus, their second stage is still computationally demanding. It took 12 hours of
computing for 1 centi-morgan (cM) chromosomal segment under a fine-mapping setting. It will
be computationally challenging to apply this method in the whole genome setting.
To address these problems, we propose the following improvements to the method in Habier
et al. (2010d). 1) The QTL allele states in founders are allowed to depend on the haplotypes
of SNPs in a 1 centi-Morgan (cM) genomic window, which takes advantage of multi-locus LD
between SNPs and the QTL. 2) A putative QTL is assumed to be anywhere on each non-
overlapping genomic window. In this setting, the number of putative QTL is substantially
reduced and does not depend on the number of SNPs. Therefore, our strategy will have much
lower computer time and memory requirements, especially with high-density SNP panels. 3)
Our model also accounts for LD differences between breeds by considering the marker haplotypes
to be breed-specific.
The objective was to 1) to develop a QTL model that explicitly captures LD, CS and pedigree
relationships (RS) based on the mixture model of Habier et al. (2010d) with improvements in
both performance and efficiency and 2) to evaluate the advantages of the QTL model over a
marker effects model, BayesC, for whole genome prediction using a mixed training population
consisting of multiple families, generations or breeds.
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4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 BayesC – a marker effects model
BayesC (Kizilkaya et al., 2010) is a marker effects model, where the phenotype is a linear
regression of observed SNP genotypes:
y = 1µ+ Zu + e, (4.1)
where y is a vector of phenotypes, µ is the intercept with a flat prior, Z is a n×m matrix for
the SNP genotype scores∈ {0, 1, 2}, n is the number of individuals, m is the number of SNPs,
u is a vector of random allele substitution effects of SNPs, each with a mixture prior that is
described below, and e is a vector of residuals with ei ∼ tνe(0, S2e ), where S2e = VE(νe−2)νe for a
given degrees of freedom νe and residual variance VE .
The prior for SNP effect uj has the following mixture distribution:
uj ∼
 0, with probability piM ,N(0, σ2α), with probability 1− piM . (4.2)
The common variance for all SNPs has a scaled inverse chi-square prior:
σ2α ∼ ναS2αχ−2να , (4.3)
where S2α is derived as in (Fernando et al., 2007):
S2α = E(σ
2
α)
να − 2
να
=
VA
2pq(1− piM )m
να − 2
να
,
where pq is the mean product of alternate allele frequencies for all SNPs and VA is the additive
genetic variance.
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4.3.2 QTL effects model
The genome is first partitioned into 1 mega-base (Mb) non-overlapping chromosomal seg-
ments or windows that cover the entire genome. Each window contains a putative QTL at a
position that a priori has a uniform distribution. The number of putative QTL is then equal to
the number of 1-Mb windows in the genome regardless of the SNP density. The model equation
can be written as
y = 1µ+ Qv + e, (4.4)
where Q is a n×w matrix for the QTL genotype scores ∈ {0, 1, 2}, w is the number of windows,
v is a vector of random allele substitution effects at QTL, and other terms defined as in (4.1).
The prior for the QTL effect v is similar to that for the SNP effect (4.2) in BayesC:
vj
 = 0, with probability piQ ,∼ N(0, σ2α), with probability 1− piQ ,
with σ2α defined as in (4.3).
Unlike a marker effects model, the QTL genotypes are unobserved in a QTL model. It
is equivalent to fit the phenotypes with a mixture of linear models at the unobservable QTL
genotypes, where the mixing probabilities are the probabilities of genotype scores at the QTL.
Our way of modeling the probabilities of QTL genotypes incorporates all three genetic sources
of information in the data: LD, CS and pedigree relationships, as described below.
4.3.2.1 Modeling pedigree relationships
The genotype score Qij for individual i at QTL j can be written as the sum of the maternal
and the paternal allele states:
Qij = Q
m
ij +Q
p
ij ,
where either allele Qxij for x ∈ {m, p} can take a state value of 1 or 0 with a corresponding
probability:
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Qxij =
 1, with probability p
x
ij ,
0, with probability 1− pxij .
(4.5)
The probabilities, pxij , are modeled as
pmij =
 Pr(Q
m
ij = 1|Mj), if i is a founder,
Pr(Qmij = 1|Qmdj , Qpdj ,Mj), if i is a nonfounder,
(4.6)
and
ppij =
 Pr(Q
p
ij = 1|Mj), if i is a founder,
Pr(Qpij = 1|Qmsj , Qpsj ,Mj), if i is a nonfounder,
(4.7)
where Mj is the marker information in window j, Qmdj and Q
p
dj are the maternal and paternal
alleles carried by the dam of individual i, Qmsj and Q
p
sj are the maternal and paternal alleles
carried by the sire of individual i. Given marker information, the QTL allele in a founder is an
independent Bernoulli variable, but in a nonfounder it depends on the QTL alleles in the sire
and the dam, which is how pedigree information is incorporated in the model.
4.3.2.2 Modeling LD
For a founder individual i, the marker information Mj in (4.6) and (4.7) refers to the marker
haplotype Mxij carried by the individual, and p
x
ij is modeled conditional on the marker haplotype
due to LD:
pxij = Pr(Q
x
ij = 1|Mxij). (4.8)
When the haplotypes carried by the two founders i and i′ are identical (Mxij = M
x
i′j), p
x
ij
= pxi′j . Thus, p
x
ij can be interpreted as the QTL allele frequency among all founder gametes
that carry the same marker haplotype as in individual i of gamete x. In matrix notation,
pj becomes a vector of gene frequencies conditional on the corresponding unique haplotype in
founder gametes.
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In Habier et al. (2010d), each element of pj was considered as unknown and assumed to be
identically and independently distributed. The gene frequency of a putative QTL was condi-
tional only on the two flanking markers, therefore their pj had only four elements with respect
to haplotype 00, 01, 10 and 11. It may be beneficial to model LD based on more markers.
A simple extension of their method to a window of SNPs, however, would result in too many
unknowns in pj , as the number of unique haplotypes in theory increases exponentially.
To address this problem, we propose to model the gene frequency with a logistic regression
model, where the ratio of the gene frequencies for allele 1 and allele 0 is mapped to the real line
by a log transformation, and it is related to the allele states of SNPs in the window as:
log
(
pxij
1− pxij
)
= µj + X
x′
ijβj , (4.9)
Xxij is a vector of marker allele states for gamete x of individual i in window j, µj is the intercept
and βj is a vector of random marker effects for the gene frequency in terms of the marker alleles
in founders. Note that the residual term in a general linear model is absent from (4.9) because
the variance of the dependent variable is accounted for by the distribution of Qxij as shown in
(4.5). In this case, the gene frequency pxij is not a random variable but instead a function of the
marker effects:
pxij =
exp
(
µj + X
x′
ijβj
)
1 + exp
(
µj + Xx
′
ijβj
) . (4.10)
Thus, the number of unknowns is the number of marker effects plus an intercept, which will be
usually smaller than the number of haplotypes unless the SNP density is very high. It can be
said that, a generalized linear model with a logistic link is used to model the QTL allele Qxij in
founders based on the haplotypes Xxij of the SNPs in the window.
A flat prior is given to µj . The prior for βjk with k = 1, . . . ,mj , where mj is the number of
markers in window j, is similar to that used in BayesC for SNP effects with pi = 0:
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βjk|σ2βj ∼ N(0, σ2βj ),
σ2βj ∼ νβS2βjχ−2νβ ,
S2βj ∼ Gamma(1, 1).
where νβ = 4 is given, and the common variance σ2βj for the SNP effects and the scale parameter
S2βj are specific to each window. As explained below, LD information is incorporated through
the common variance σ2βj of the SNP effects in the window.
When the QTL is in linkage equilibrium (LE) with the SNPs, the QTL allele frequency
must be independent of the SNP haplotype. In other words, the conditional gene frequency
with respect to any SNP haplotype is the same as the marginal gene frequency regardless of
the SNP haplotype. That is,
pxij =
exp(µj)
1 + exp(µj)
= pj ,∀x and i.
Herein lies an interpretation for the intercept µj : the logistic function of is µj the overall gene
frequency in founders. The above equation holds only when all βjk = 0, which requires σ2βj = 0.
When the QTL is in incomplete LD with the SNPs, the gene frequency depends on the SNP
haplotype. As a result, the gene frequency conditional on a unique haplotype will deviate from
the overall gene frequency, where the deviation is modeled by the term Xx′ijβj in (4.10) with
nonzero values for βj , which correspond to a positive value of σ2βj . When the QTL and the SNP
haplotype are in complete LD, pxij will be either one or zero. In this case, βj will have values
far away from zero due to a large value of σ2βj . In conclusion, the sampled value of σ
2
βj
will be
driven by the strength of LD. Thus, the variance σ2βj is called the LD parameter in our model.
This explanation is also shown concisely in Table 4.1.
In order to account for LD differences between breeds, a nested model for the marker effects
within breed is used in (4.9):
log
(
pxij
1− pxij
)
= µj + µ
b
j + X
x′
ijβ
b
j , (4.11)
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Table 4.1 An example to illustrate the role of the marker effect variance as the LD parameter
in the QTL model.
Marker Haplotype LE Incomplete LD Complete LD
σ2βj = 0 σ
2
βj
> 0 σ2βj >> 0
h1 p p+ 1 1
h2 p p+ 2 0
h3 p p+ 3 1
h4 p p+ 4 0
h5 p p+ 5 0
h6 p p+ 6 1
where µbj represents the deviation of the gene frequency in breed b from the overall mean, which
can be nonzero even if QTL is in LE with the marker haplotype, and βbj becomes a vector of
marker effects specific to the breed that individual i belongs to.
4.3.2.3 Modeling CS
For a nonfounder individual i, the marker information Mj in (4.6) and (4.7) refers to the
marker haplotype Mxij , M
x
sj and M
x
dj carried by the individual, its sire and dam, respectively.
Following Fernando and Grossman (1989), pmij in (4.6) for a nonfounder can be broken down to:
pmij = Pr(Q
m
ij ← Qmdj |Mmij ,Mmdj ,Mpdj)pmdj + Pr(Qmij ← Qpdj |Mmij ,Mmdj ,Mpdj)ppdj , (4.12)
where Pr(Qmij ← Qmdj |Mmij ,Mmdj ,Mpdj) is the probability that the maternal allele of individual i
at QTL j originates from the maternal allele of its dam conditional on the marker haplotypes
of the maternal gamete of individual i and the maternal and paternal gametes of its dam,
Pr(Qmij ← Qpdj |Mmij ,Mmdj ,Mpdj) is the probability that the maternal allele originates from the
paternal allele of its dam conditional on these marker haplotypes, pmdj and p
p
dj is the probability
that the maternal and paternal gamete, respectively, of the dam has QTL allele 1.
These conditional probabilities Pr(Qmij ← Qmdj |Mmij ,Mmdj ,Mpdj) and Pr(Qmij ← Qpdj |Mmij ,Mmdj ,Mpdj)
are called probabilities of descent of QTL (PDQs) alleles. Specifically, the former is called ma-
ternal PDQ (mPDQ) and the latter is 1 - mPDQ. When the haplotype is defined based on only
one marker, suppose the recombination rate between the QTL and the marker is rj ,
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mPDQ = Pr(Mmij ←Mmdj )(1− rj) + Pr(Mmij ←Mpdj)rj
(Fernando and Grossman, 1989), where Pr(Mmij ← Mmdj ) or Pr(Mmij ← Mpdj) is the probability
that the maternal allele at the marker of individual i originated from the maternal or paternal
allele of the dam. When the haplotype is defined based on the two flanking markers, mPDQ
is a function of the probabilities of four possible combinations of marker allele origins and the
recombination rates between the QTL and the markers, assuming no interference (see Table
1 in Habier et al., 2010). Consider haplotype defined based on a window of markers. If the
QTL position is known, conditional on the allele origins of the flanking markers, mPDQ is
independent of other markers. If the QTL position is not known, mPDQ will be a complicated
function of the distribution of the QTL position, the probability of allele origin at each marker
and the recombination rate between the QTL and each marker.
In our model, the QTL position is considered as unknown with a uniform distribution in
the genomic window. Therefore, the recombination rates are averaged out in the calculation of
PDQs. As shown in APPENDIX, with evenly spaced markers, mPDQ equals to the proportion
of the maternal marker alleles that originate from the maternal gamete of the dam,
mPDQ = Ek
[
Pr(Mmijk ←Mmdjk)
]
.
Thus, pmij in (4.12) becomes
pmij = mPDQ p
m
dj + (1−mPDQ)ppdj
= Ek
[
Pr(Mmijk ←Mmdjk)
]
pmdj + Ek
[
Pr(Mmijk ←Mpdjk)
]
ppdj .
Similarly, the paternal PDQ (pPDQ), the probability that the paternal allele of QTL is
descendent from the maternal allele of the sire, is calculated as
pPDQ = Ek
[
Pr(Mpijk ←Mmsjk)
]
,
and ppij in (4.7) for a nonfounder can be broken down to:
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ppij = pPDQ p
m
sj + (1− pPDQ)ppsj .
= Ek
[
Pr(Mpijk ←Mmsjk)
]
pmsj + Ek
[
Pr(Mpijk ←Mpsjk)
]
ppsj .
Thus, CS information is incorporated by modeling the inheritance at the QTL using PDQ
derived from the marker allele origins. Note that the recombination rate within a 1 cM genomic
window is ∼ 0.01 in the absence of interference. Thus, most of the windows are expected to
have PDQs either zero or one given that the marker allele origins can be accurately estimated.
4.3.2.4 Bayesian inference
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) was used to obtain samples from the posterior distri-
bution of the unknowns. The sampling scheme and the full conditional distributions for the
unknowns are shown in APPENDIX. The total chain length was 21,000 iterations with the first
1000 discarded as burn-in. In each iteration, the breeding value for each validation individual
was calculated using the sampled values of QTL genotypes and effects:
gi = Q
′
iv.
The genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV) was the mean of the breeding value calculated
from the samples. The accuracy of prediction is the correlation between the true and estimated
breeding values in a validation population. Use of a longer chain did not improve the accuracy
of prediction.
It has been shown that the marker haplotypes and allele origins can be sampled given marker
genotypes separately prior to the analysis without impairing the accuracy of prediction (Habier
et al., 2010d). Our analyses used the true marker haplotypes in founders and the true marker
allele origins in nonfounders from the simulation. This would be a ideal case where the marker
information is inferred perfectly from the first stage using some other methods.
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4.3.3 Simulations
Two sets of simulations were conducted to evaluate the performance of the QTL model in
handling the heterogeneous signals in a mixed training population. In the first set, a cattle
chromosome was simulated for every animal in a population that consisted of only founders, of
multiple half or full-sib families, of multiple generations or of multiple breeds. In the second
set, a chicken genome was simulated based on a custom 42K Illumina SNP chip for a chicken
population based on a real pedigree across multiple generations. Each simulation was replicated
16 times.
4.3.3.1 Cattle
The simulation process for cattle followed Habier et al. (2013). A base population of 1,500
individuals were randomly mated for 1,000 discrete generations. In generation 1,001, the popu-
lation was reduced to 100 individuals and randomly mated for another 15 discrete generations.
Prior to the simulation of the different types of pedigree, the population was expanded to 10,000
individuals and randomly mated for another 3 discrete generations to minimize the relationships
between founders in a pedigree.
The simulated cattle genome had only one chromosome of one Morgan with 2,000 SNP
markers and 20 QTL. At the beginning, all loci were in LE with allele frequencies of 0.5. LD
between loci was generated by genetic drift. The mutation rate was set to 2.5×10−5 as in other
studies (Habier et al., 2007; Daetwyler et al., 2010; Habier et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2013). The
distribution of the number of recombinations on the chromosome was modeled using a binomial
map function with an expectation of one (Karlin, 1984). Crossovers positions were uniformly
distributed on the chromosome. All of the 2,000 SNPs in the panel for analysis had minor allele
frequencies (MAF) > 0.05. All of the 20 QTL were either common with MAF > 0.05, rare with
MAF < 0.05, or in LE with SNPs where QTL allele states were resampled based on an arbitrary
gene frequency in founders. QTL effects were sampled from a normal distribution with mean
zero. The trait heritability was 0.5.
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The following mixed populations with different pedigree structures were simulated for ge-
nomic prediction, where in each population the training size ranged from 100 to 1,000 individuals
for the same 100 validation individuals.
Unrelated individuals One thousand individuals were generated from random mating
among 10,000 individuals in generation 1,018. They were considered to be unrelated in pedigree
because their gametes were random samples from a large population in which individuals were
almost unrelated. The number of individuals for training increased from 100 to 1000, while the
number of validation individuals was always 100.
Unrelated families A family of 10 half-sibs or full-sibs was generated by mating a sire
with 10 or one dam that were randomly sampled from generation 1,018. A population that
included at least 10 or at most 100 such families was used for training, resulting in a total of
100 to 1000 animals across families. The validation individuals were another 10 half-sibs or
full-sibs from each of the first 10 families regardless of the size of the training population.
Multiple generations In generation 1,018, 10 pairs of parents were randomly selected
to produce 10 families each with 10 full-sibs. These full-sib families with a total of 100 indi-
viduals consisted of the first generation in the pedigree. Again, 10 pairs of males and females
were randomly selected across families to be the parents for the full-sib families in the next
generation. This random selection and mating process was carried out for 11 generations. The
last generation was used for validation. The training population was increased by starting with
the animals in generation 10 and adding one more older generation at a time until all first 10
generations were included.
Unrelated breeds This population had up to 10 breeds that were unrelated by pedigree,
where each breed had 10 families with 10 full-sibs in a family. Each breed was the result of
50 generations of random mating among 100 individuals that originated from generation 1,000.
The training population size was increased by starting with one breed and including one more
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breed at a time. The validation individuals were another 10 full-sibs from each of the families
in breed one.
4.3.3.2 Chickens
The simulation for chickens was based on real genotypes for 5,089 birds with a real pedigree
of 10 generations. This is the same dataset used in Wolc et al. (2014) without phenotypic
information. After quality control as in Wolc et al. (2014), there were 23,197 SNPs segregating
in the chicken genome. The haplotypes of the SNPs were imputed using LDMIP2 (Meuwissen
and Goddard, 2010) with pedigree information. The imputed haplotypes of founders were used
to simulate the allele states and origins for all nonfounders by allele dropping based on the
pedigree. The modeling of recombinations and mutations in nonfounders were the same as
those in the cattle simulation. One hundred SNPs were randomly selected to be QTL and
were masked from the SNP panel used for analysis. The QTL effects were sampled from a
standard normal distribution and then scaled to give a trait heritability 0.5. The validation
population was generation 10, which had 600 individuals. The training population was increased
by starting with the animals in generation 9 and adding one more older generation at a time
up to generation 2.
4.4 Results
Results shown below are the accuracy and the bias of prediction using mixed populations
with different types of pedigree. The scenarios under investigation included 1) all QTL alleles
were common with MAF > 0.05, 2) all QTL were rare allele with MAF < 0.05, and 3) all QTL
were in LE with the SNPs in founders. In the chicken pedigree, where QTL were randomly
selected from the SNPs, the relationship between QTL and SNPs may be a mixture of the three
scenarios. The methods for analysis were the QTL model with piQ = 0.9, BayesC with piM = 0.9
and BayesC with piM = 0 (denoted as BayesC0).
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4.4.1 Unrelated individuals
When individuals are unrelated in pedigree, the accuracy of prediction will be only due to
LD. In this case, the accuracy increased for all models with the training size, except in the LE
scenario (Figure 4.1). In the common QTL scenario, where LD between QTL and SNPs was
strong, the QTL model had an accuracy slightly higher than BayesC and significantly higher
than BayesC0. In the rare QTL scenario, where LD became weaker, the accuracy from the
QTL model was as high as in the common QTL scenario, whereas both BayesC and BayesC0
had a substantially lower accuracy. In the LE scenario, all methods failed, as expected.
Figure 4.1 also shows the regression coefficient of the true breeding values on GEBV, which
is expected to be one for an unbiased estimation. The regression coefficient from the QTL
model was close to 2 when the training size was only 100. In other words, the QTL model
underestimated the breeding values by half. However, as the training size increased, GEBV
from the QTL model became unbiased. Similarly, the bias was negligible for BayesC and
BayesC0 given enough data. As expected, the regression coefficient was around zero in the LE
scenario, as the genomics did not provide any information about QTL.
4.4.2 Unrelated families
When the pedigree consists of unrelated families, CS and RS in addition to LD will contribute
to the accuracy of prediction. For half-sib families (Figure 4.2), the accuracy increased with
the number of families when LD existed between QTL and SNPs. As in the case of unrelated
individuals, the accuracy for the QTL model was about the same regardless of the MAF of QTL
alleles. BayesC had an accuracy as high as the QTL model in the common QTL scenario but
was substantially lower in the rare QTL scenario. The accuracy from BayesC0 was the lowest
in both scenarios. When QTL were in LE with the SNPs, the accuracy from the QTL model
was persistent as the number of families increased, whereas for both BayesC and BayesC0 a
substantial decline in accuracy of the same rate was observed.
Similar trends of change in accuracy with the number of families was observed for full-sib
families (Figure 4.3). Since CS and RS information were greater in a full-sib family, the accuracy
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was overall higher than that with half-sibs (Figure 4.2). Note that in the rare QTL scenario,
the rate of increase was lower than that with half-sib families for all models. This is because
the rare alleles were more family-dependent with full-sibs, and therefore the QTL effect would
be estimable only when the training population included the family in which the rare allele was
segregating.
For half-sib families, the QTL model underestimated GEBV with 10 families but became
unbiased as the number of families increased (Figure 4.2). With BayesC and BayesC0, the bias
was negligible when LD existed, but it was severely biased up when SNPs were in LE with QTL.
The overall bias was much smaller with full-sib families (Figure 4.3), where the different models
gave similar results. Although the marker effects models had a decline in accuracy when SNPs
were in LE with QTL, the bias did not increase.
4.4.3 Multiple generations
Figure 4.4 shows the accuracy and bias of prediction for a pedigree consisting of multiple
generations with multiple full-sib families in each generation. The accuracy increased when more
older generations prior to the validation generation were included in training. The accuracy from
the QTL model increased faster and toward a higher plateau than the marker effects models in
each of the scenarios. Across the scenarios, the advantages of the QTL model over the marker
effects model became larger as the LD contribution decreased. In the LE scenario, with the
marker effects models, the accuracy increased at the beginning but subsequently decreased with
more older generations in training.
The bias of prediction was relatively small for all models (Figure 4.4). With more older
generations in training, the bias was consistently small for the QTL model, whereas GEBV
tended to be biased up for the marker effects models in the rare QTL and LE scenarios.
4.4.4 Unrelated breeds
In the pedigree where full-sib families were nested within breed, the advantages of the QTL
model were more pronounced (Figure 4.5). The QTL model was increasingly superior to the
marker effects models when the training population included one to ten breeds. It is interesting
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that the accuracy in the common QTL scenario was even lower than that in the rare QTL
scenario when the number of breeds was not large, which is the opposite of that observed for
the previous types of pedigrees. This is because the magnitude of the LD differences are greater
with common QTL alleles, and these differences in LD are difficult to account for with limited
data. The accuracy from BayesC was substantially higher than BayesC0 in the presence of
LD. In the absence of LD, the accuracy from the QTL model tended to increase, whereas the
accuracy from the marker models declined as in the multi-family pedigree.
For this pedigree, the bias of GEBV was also small for all models (Figure 4.5). When the
training population contained at least two breeds, GEBV was less biased with the QTL model
than the marker models.
4.4.5 Multiple generations in a chicken pedigree
Figure 4.6 shows the accuracy and bias of prediction using a real chicken pedigree with the
QTL randomly selected from the SNPs regardless of the MAF. The accuracy from the QTL
model was substantially higher than that from BayesC or BayesC0 for each training size. The
differences between the QTL model and BayesC were close to the average differences between
the two models across scenarios in Figure 4.4, as this setting was likely to be a mixture of the
three scenarios. The bias of GEBV was very small for all models, although the QTL had a
slightly higher bias than the marker effects models (Figure 4.6).
4.5 Discussion
A QTL model was developed for genomic prediction to properly model the genetic structure
in mixed populations. Different types of pedigree were simulated including multiple families,
generations and breeds. The superiority of the QTL model to the marker effect models increased
with the complexity in pedigree structure and the reduction of LD information. In capturing
the genetic information from LD, CS and RS for prediction, as explained below, the QTL model
has the following advantages: 1) it adequately models the genetic information within groups
such as full- or half-sib families, or breeds; 2) it accommodates differences in LD, CS and RS
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between groups; and 3) it explicitly models all three sources of genetic information independent
of the allele substitution effect.
4.5.1 Modeling LD within breed
In BayesC, LD is modeled between individual SNPs and the QTL, which may be inadequate
depending on the MAF at the QTL and the density of the SNPs. In the QTL model, LD is
modeled based on the SNP haplotypes in a genomic window, which exploits multi-locus LD
between the SNPs and the QTL. In our simulations, the LD between the 1 cM SNP haplotypes
and the QTL were almost complete even in the rare QTL scenario. The influence of modeling
LD on the prediction can be clearly seen with the pedigree that only had unrelated individuals
(Figure 4.1), where only LD contributed to the prediction. In the common QTL scenario, the
accuracy from BayesC and the QTL model was equivalently high due to the strong LD between
SNPs and QTL. In the rare QTL scenario, the accuracy from the QTL model was as high as
that with common QTL because the strong multi-locus LD held even with rare alleles, whereas
the accuracy from BayesC was significantly lower due to the weak LD between a single SNP
and the QTL.
4.5.2 Modeling CS within family
In the QTL model, CS is explicitly modeled by tracking the inheritance of the QTL alleles
conditional on the allele origins of the SNPs that are closely linked and the pedigree. In BayesC,
CS is implicitly modeled as the covariances between nonfounders based only on the identical-by-
state (IBS) information at markers. Modeling covariances based merely on the identical-by-state
(IBS) information at markers provides less or even wrong CS information because the SNPs
that do not cosegregate with the QTL will also contribute to the covariances. This problem is
more severe in BayesC0 as all SNPs in the panel are used in modeling covariances. Furthermore,
phenotypic information also contributes to modeling CS in the QTL model since the origins of
the QTL alleles are sampled conditional on the phenotypes. In contrast, BayesC does not use
phenotypes in modeling CS at all.
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4.5.3 Modeling LD in multiple breeds
When multiple breeds are involved, LD may not be consistent across breeds. Even for multi-
locus LD, it might be the alternate allele at the QTL that is in perfect concordance with the
same marker haplotype allele from one breed to another. The QTL model accounts for such
LD differences by allowing the dependence of the QTL allele on the marker haplotype to be
breed-specific. All of the LD information specific to each breed is used to sample the QTL
genotypes and effects in training, but only the LD information from the breed of validation
animals is used for prediction. Ignoring breeds, the LD information would be a mixture of those
from different breeds. BayesC does not take account of this complexity and uses the “mixed LD”
as if there is only one breed. The accuracy will be close to zero if LD in different breeds offset
each other. In the worst case, where the training population includes a predominant breed that
has opposite LD to the breed of validation, the worst selection candidate would be wrongly
predicted as the best. In practice, the accuracy using marker effect models was usually low in
cross-breed prediction (de Roos et al., 2009; Makgahlela et al., 2013; Saatchi and Garrick, 2013;
Legarra et al., 2014) or hardly improved by including additional breeds in training (Hayes et al.,
2009a; Brøndum et al., 2011; Saatchi and Garrick, 2013; Lee et al., 2014). In our study, the
accuracy from the QTL model was substantially higher than that from BayesC for a multiple
breed training in the presence of LD (Figure 4.5).
4.5.4 Modeling CS in multiple families
The modeling of CS in GBLUP with multiple families has been shown to be problematic in
the study of Habier et al. (2013), where the accuracy of prediction due to CS within families
substantially decreased when the training population consisted of many unrelated families.
This phenomenon was also observed in our study with multiple half-sib (Figure 4.2) and full-
sib families (Figure 4.3), when SNPs and QTL were in LE. The reason given in their study is
described as below. When individuals are unrelated or distantly related, the QTL genotypes
can be considered as independent samples from the population. The offspring from different
families generated by these individuals will have zero covariances at the QTL. With limited
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number of SNPs, however, covariances between families calculated from SNP genotypes will not
be be exactly zero. These nonzero values dilute the information from CS within families and
erroneously combine the phenotypes from unrelated individuals for prediction. As the number
of families increases, the aggregation of errors impairs accuracy of prediction. In the QTL
model, the pedigree and marker haplotypes are used to model the segregation of QTL alleles,
independently for each family. In the absence of LD between SNPs and the QTL in founders,
this modeling allows covariances between families to be zero at the QTL.
4.5.5 Modeling CS in multiple generations
When genotypic information from the older generations are available, more and longer non-
recombinant haplotypes are uncovered and therefore more SNP alleles are in linkage with the
QTL allele. Thus, the animals from the elder generation contain rich CS information between
SNPs and the QTL. The QTL model exploited this information and gave higher accuracy of
prediction when more older generations were included in training (Figure 4.4), regardless of the
presence of LD. The CS information is not correctly modeled in BayesC in this situation, either.
In BayesC, CS between generations is modeled as the covariances between old and young animals
at the SNP genotypes, which may not capture the covariances at the QTL if recombinations
occurred between the QTL and the SNPs. Indeed, as the SNP density increases, SNPs that
are very close to the QTL should be able to track the transmission of the QTL alleles precisely.
However, errors can still be present from the SNPs that do not cosegregate with the QTL and
from the IBS information at the SNPs between two individuals that are unrelated, as explained
in the setting of multiple families. As a consequence, the accuracy of prediction from the
marker effects models decreased with a number of older generations in training when the QTL
and SNPs were in LE in the first generation (Figure 4.4). Even in the presence of LD, BayesC
had a lower accuracy than the QTL model because the CS contribution was important with
multiple generations. In our multi-generation pedigree, although families were unrelated in the
first generation, in subsequent generations some families became related because parents were
randomly selected across families. However, if parents are selected within family, the families
would remain unrelated across generations. Then, there would be more unrelated families in
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the pedigree, which results in a even lower accuracy for the marker effects models, as seen in
the case of multiple families in a single generation. The real pedigree in chickens may contain
more CS information because the selection of individuals in each generation were not random
and therefore more individuals in the subsequent generations shared a common ancestor. Thus,
the advantages of the QTL model was much higher over the marker effects models (Figure 4.6).
4.5.6 Combining LD and CS information
In a marker effects model, the marker effect alone captures the QTL effect, LD, CS, and
RS as a whole. These sources of information are confounded in the marker effects models. For
example, a small marker effect may be due to a small effect at the QTL that is in complete
LD with the marker, or a large effect at the QTL that is in incomplete LD with the marker.
In either case, the QTL effect will be incorrectly applied to selection candidates when the LD
between the marker and the QTL is different from that in training. Similarly, in a pedigree with
nonfounders, either a QTL with a small effect that cosegregates with a marker or a QTL with
a large effect that has a high recombination rate with a marker could result in a small effect at
the marker. In the QTL model, both LD and CS information go into the sampling of the QTL
genotypes, where LD is modeled only in founders by marker allele effects and CS is modeled
only in nonfounders by PDQs. Thus, the true effect will be correctly captured regardless of the
strength of LD or CS between the markers and the QTL.
A number of methods have been proposed to combine LD and CS information for prediction
(Habier et al., 2010d; Sun, 2013; Meuwissen, 2014) and trait mapping (Meuwissen et al., 2002;
Fernando and Totir, 2003; Meuwissen and Goddard, 2004; Legarra and Fernando, 2009; He et al.,
2010; Habier et al., 2010d). Most methods rely on modeling covariances between individuals
through IBD probabilities at the QTL based on markers. The QTL model using mixture model
approach is appealing as it clearly partitions LD and CS information that flow only from the
markers close to the QTL. Luan et al. (2012) found with real data that once CS was accounted
for in the model, LD information added little to the prediction. Thus, it may be important to
explicitly account for CS in addition to LD in practice.
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4.5.7 Marker information
In this study, the marker information including marker haplotypes in founders and marker
allele origins in nonfounders were assumed to be known without error. A number of meth-
ods have been proposed to impute the phase of SNP genotypes that use information from
either cosegregation (Habier et al., 2010a), LD (Scheet and Stephens, 2006; Kong et al., 2008;
Browning and Browning, 2011), or both LD and cosegregation (Meuwissen and Goddard, 2010;
Habier et al., 2010d). The ordered marker allele states and segregation probabilities or PDQs
at each marker can be directly obtained from a program called LDMIP, where linkage disequi-
librium multi-locus iterative peeling is implemented for imputing missing genotypes and phases
(Meuwissen and Goddard, 2010). The performance of LDMIP was tested with our simulated
data for the chicken pedigree. Ten generations of genotypes were phased given the pedigree.
The genotyping error rate needed in LDMIP was set to 0.05 as a typic value for SNP chips, and
therefore the genotype score calculated from the imputed haplotypes may be different from the
input. The results for each SNP in each animal was compared with the simulated values. For
imputation of haplotypes, a success was called only if both the allele states and the order were
correct, otherwise an error was called. For imputation of allele origins, the true values were
either 1 or 0 indicating a maternal or paternal allele origin, and the segregation probabilities or
PDQs given from LDMIP were the probabilities for a maternal allele origin. For 23,197 SNPs in
5,089 animals, the error rate in haplotype phasing was 0.0073 and the mean differences between
the allele origin and the PDQs was 0.054. These results suggested that the marker information
can be obtained from a separate analysis using LDMIP with very small errors in practice.
4.5.8 Further improvements
It have shown that a nested model called BayesN can account for the structure in the
genome and therefore give higher accuracy of prediction (Chapter 2) and mapping (Chapter 3).
In BayesN, the SNP effects are nested within each genomic window, where with probability Π
the SNP effects are all zero, with probability 1−Π a fixed number of SNPs are a priori fitted in
each window to jointly capture the QTL effect. The QTL model has a similar nesting strategy
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as the marker information is nested within each putative QTL window: LD and CS information
for the putative QTL originate only from the SNPs in the window. However, in modeling LD,
allele states of all SNPs in the window contribute to the variation of gene frequency in founders.
Once the QTL is in complete LD with the SNP haplotypes, it would only add noise if additional
SNPs are added to the window when higher density SNP panel becomes available. Instead, a
subset with a fixed number of SNPs, as in BayesN, can be assumed to have nonzero effect while
the remainder to have null effect on the gene frequency.
In this study, both alternate alleles at a QTL are allowed to present in the founder gametes
that carry the same marker haplotype surrounding the QTL. This flexibility in concordance
between the QTL alleles and the haplotype alleles may cause a mixing problem given limited
amount of phenotypes versus a large number of haplotype alleles. Sun et al. (2015) showed by
computer simulation that the concordance between QTL alleles and the haplotype alleles in a
1 cM window was perfect given high-density SNP panels (∼ 200 SNPs per window). Thus, it
would be beneficial to only allow either one of the alternate alleles at the QTL to present in a
unique haplotype in practice with high-density SNPs. In this case, pxij in (4.8) is no longer the
gene frequency but the probability that all founder gamete sharing the same haplotype carry
QTL allele 1.
With a SNP density of 23k, the QTL model was about 10 times slower than BayesC that had
the same pi value. As the SNP density increases, the computing time for BayesC is expected
to increase linearly, but it should be about the same for the QTL model as the number of
genomic windows doesn’t change. Most of the time was spent on the sampling of QTL allele
states in founders and allele origins in nonfounders. A single site Gibbs sampling algorithm
was used to sample the QTL allele state in each founder gamete one by one. Alternatively,
the QTL allele states can be sampled jointly using Metropolis-Hastings sampling, and if the
prior is used as the proposal, parallel computing can be used to propose the QTL allele states
conditional on the gene frequencies. The parallel computing can also be used to propose the
QTL allele origins conditional on PDQs to speed up the QTL model. Furthermore, independent
Metropolis-Hastings sampling strategy as described in Cheng (2014) can be applied to minimize
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the computing time. However, how to come up with a good proposal that does not depend on
the previous state of MCMC is critical and needs further investigation.
4.6 Conclusions
The QTL model is superior to the marker effects models for genomic prediction with mixed
populations that consist of multiple families, generations, or breeds. In the QTL model, differ-
ences in genetic groups are properly accommodated by explicitly modeling LD, CS and pedigree
relationships. Thus, the advantages of the QTL model increases with the number of genetic
groups in the pedigree and the relative contribution of CS information to the prediction.
4.7 APPENDIX
4.7.1 Derivation of PDQ for a genomic window
PDQ is the probability of the descent of a QTL allele from the maternal gamete of the
parent. Below is the derivation of PDQ conditional on a window of markers, given a uniform
distribution of the QTL position in the window. Consider a window with m markers. Then,
the number of intervals bounded by two adjacent markers is m − 1. Conditional on the allele
origins of the two flanking markers, the PDQ is independent of the markers in other intervals.
Suppose p is the PDQ for the entire window, pi is the PDQ for interval i, and δ is the QTL
position. Then,
p =
m−1∑
i=1
Pr(δ ∈ i)pi. (4.13)
Given evenly spaced markers, the QTL is equally likely to be in each interval. Then, 4.13
becomes
p =
∑
i pi
m− 1 . (4.14)
Suppose the allele origins of two flanking markers are not known. The PDQ in each marker
interval depends on the joint probabilities of the origins of the QTL allele and the flanking
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marker alleles. Suppose O1, O2 and Oq are the allele origins of marker 1, marker 2 and the
QTL, and O = 1 if the allele originates from the maternal gamete of the parent or O = 0 if the
allele originates from the paternal gamete of the parent. Then,
pi =
∑
O1,O2∈{0,1}
Pr(Oq = 1|O1, O2) Pr(O1, O2). (4.15)
Note that the marker interval will be very small ∼ 0.05 cM given a commonly used 50k SNP
panel. The probability to have a double crossover in such a small interval is negligible. Thus,
Pr(Oq = 1|O1 = 1, O2 = 1) = 1, (4.16)
Pr(Oq = 1|O1 = 0, O2 = 0) = 0. (4.17)
Let δ1 be the distance between the QTL position and marker 1 with recombination rate rδ1
between these two loci, similarly δ2 the distance between the QTL position and marker 2 with
recombination rate rδ2, and piδ = Pr(Oq = 1|δ1, δ2, O1 = 1, O2 = 0). Assuming no interference
between crossovers,
piδ =
(1− rδ1)rδ2
rδ1 + rδ2 − 2rδ1rδ2 .
When the QTL is at position δ = c that is the midpoint of the flanking markers, rc1 = rc2
and pic = 0.5. For a QTL position shifted from δ = c by ∆ toward marker 1, there would be
a symmetrical position shifted by the same amount toward marker 2. These two positions are
equally like given the uniform distribution of the QTL position. As shown below, 12(pic+∆ +
pic−∆) = 0.5:
1
2
(pic+∆ + pic−∆) =
1
2
[ (
1− r(c+∆),1
)
r(c+∆),2
r(c+∆),1 + r(c+∆),2 − 2r(c+∆),1r(c+∆),2
+
(
1− r(c−∆),1
)
r(c−∆),2
r(c−∆),1 + r(c−∆),2 − 2r(c−∆),1r(c−∆),2
]
= 0.5
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because r(c+∆),1 = r(c−∆),1 and r(c+∆),2 = r(c−∆),2. Thus,
Pr(Oq = 1|O1 = 1, O2 = 0) = 0.5. (4.18)
Similarly,
Pr(Oq = 1|O1 = 0, O2 = 1) = 0.5. (4.19)
Let r be the recombination rate between the two markers, the joint probabilities of marker
allele origins in (4.15) can be broken down to
Pr(O1 = 1, O2 = 1) = Pr(O2 = 1|O1 = 1) Pr(O1 = 1)
= (1− r) Pr(O1 = 1), (4.20)
Pr(O1 = 0, O2 = 0) = (1− r)(1− Pr(O1 = 1)), (4.21)
Pr(O1 = 1, O2 = 0) = rPr(O1 = 1), (4.22)
Pr(O1 = 0, O2 = 1) = r(1− Pr(O1 = 1)). (4.23)
Substituting (4.16-4.23) in (4.15) gives
pi = Pr(O1 = 1)− rPr(O1 = 1) + 0.5r. (4.24)
Again, since the value of r for each marker interval is negligible given dense SNPs, the last two
terms in the above equation can be ignored:
pi = Pr(O1 = 1). (4.25)
Substituting (4.25) in (4.21) gives
p =
∑
i Pr(Oi = 1)
m− 1
= E
[
Pr(Mi ←Mmp )
]
,
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where Pr(Mi ←Mmp ) is the probability that the allele at marker i originates from the maternal
gamete of the parent of the individual.
4.7.2 Markov chain Monte Carlo implementation strategy
The sampling scheme in the QTL model is described here. Let S and O denote the QTL
allele states and origins, which determine the QTL genotypes Q, and X the marker allele states.
The joint posterior distribution of all unknown parameters in the model can be written as
f
(
µ,S,O,v,β,σ2β, σ
2
α, σ
2
e
∣∣y) ∝ f (y ∣∣µ,S,O,v,β,σ2β, σ2α, σ2e ) f(µ)
n∏
i=1
w∏
j=1
∏
x∈{m,p}
f
(
Sxij
∣∣∣Xx′ijβj )
n∏
i=1
w∏
j=1
∏
x∈{m,p}
f
(
Oxij
∣∣PDQ)
w∏
j=1
mj∏
k=1
f
(
βjk|σ2βj
)
w∏
j=1
f
(
vj
∣∣σ2α, pii )
w∏
j=1
f
(
σ2βj
∣∣νβ, S2β )
f(σ2α
∣∣να, S2α )
f(σ2e
∣∣νe, S2e ),
where
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f
(
y
∣∣µ,α, δ,∆,σ2, σ2e ) = MVN (1µ+ Qv, Iσ2e) ,
f(µ) = constant,
f
(
Sxij
∣∣βj ) = Bernoulli(logistic(Xx′ijβj)) ,
f
(
Oxij
∣∣PDQ) = Bernoulli (PDQ) ,
f
(
vj
∣∣σ2α ) = N (0, σ2α) ,
f
(
βjk
∣∣∣σ2βj ) = N(0, σ2βj) ,
f
(
σ2α
∣∣ να, S2α) = ναS2αχ−2να ,
f
(
σ2βj
∣∣νβ, S2β ) = νβS2βχ−2νβ ,
f(σ2e
∣∣νe, S2e ) = νeS2eχ−2νe .
4.7.2.1 Sampling QTL allele states in founder gametes
We use a single-site Gibbs sampler to sample the QTL allele state in a founder gamete.
Suppose
wj = y − 1µ−
∑
j′ 6=j
Qj′vj′ = Qjvj + e.
The full conditional probability for the QTL allele state Sxij = 1 in the gamete x of founder i
at putative position j is
Pr
(
Sxij = 1 |y, ELSE
)
=
f
(
wj
∣∣∣Sxij = 1, ELSE) pxij
f (wj |ELSE ) ,
where
pxij =
exp
(
µj + X
x′
ijβj
)
1 + exp
(
µj + Xx
′
ijβj
) (4.26)
and
f (wj |ELSE ) = f
(
wj
∣∣Sxij = 1, ELSE ) pxij + f (wi ∣∣Sxij = 0, ELSE ) (1− pxij) .
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The sampled value of the QTL allele state in the founder gamete may result in a change of the
genotype vector Qj in multiple elements due to the descent of the allele from the founder to its
offsprings. Let Qj,S=0 denote the vector of genotype scores for QTL j when the founder allele
takes a value of 0, and Qj,S=1 the genotype vector when the founder allele takes a value of 1.
Then,
f
(
wj
∣∣Sxij = 0, ELSE ) = MVN (Qj,S=0vj , Iσ2e) ,
f
(
wj
∣∣Sxij = 1, ELSE ) = MVN (Qj,S=1vj , Iσ2e) .
4.7.2.2 Sampling QTL allele origins in nonfounder gametes
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is used to sample all QTL allele origins simultaneously
in nonfounder gametes. That the origin variable equals to one refers to the QTL allele originates
from the maternal gamete of the parent:
Oxij = 1 if Q
x
ij ← Qmpj .
The prior for the allele origin, which is conditional on PDQ, is used as the proposal distribution.
Thus, the prior and the proposal densities for the current origin and proposed origin are cancelled
out in the acceptance ratio, and only the likelihood densities are used to calculate the probability
of acceptance:
r(Oj ,O
∗
j ) = min
1, f
(
wj
∣∣∣O∗j , ELSE)
f (wj |Oj , ELSE )
 ,
where Oj is the vector of the currently accepted values for the QTL allele origins in nonfounder
gametes and O∗j is the vector of the proposed values for the allele origins. Let Qj,O and Qj,O∗
denote the vector of genotypes with the current and proposed origins. Then, the likelihood
densities are
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f
(
wj
∣∣O∗j , ELSE ) = MVN (Qj,O∗vj , Iσ2e) ,
f (wj |Oj , ELSE ) = MVN
(
Qj,Ovj , Iσ
2
e
)
.
4.7.2.3 Sampling effects of marker alleles in founder gametes
The marker allele states relate to the QTL allele state in a founder gamete through a
generalized linear model. In this case, the effects of marker alleles βj connect to the data only
through the sampled values of QTL allele states Sj in founders. A random-walk Metropolis-
Hastings sampler is used to sample βj , where the proposal is a normal center at the current
accepted value of βjk with an adaptive variance:
q
(
β∗jk |βjk
)
= N
(
βjk, τ
2
j
)
,
where τ2j increases by 10% if the acceptance rate is lower than 0.1 or decreases by 10% if the
acceptance rate is higher than 0.5 for every 100 iterations.
The probability of acceptance is
r(βj ,β
∗
j ) = min
1, f
(
Sj
∣∣β∗j , ELSE )∏k f (β∗jk ∣∣∣σ2βj ) q (βjk ∣∣∣β∗jk)
f
(
Sj
∣∣βj , ELSE )∏k f (βjk ∣∣∣σ2βj ) q (β∗jk |βjk)
 .
The densities for allele states are
f
(
Sj
∣∣β∗j , ELSE ) = Hj∏
h=1
Binomial
(
nh, p
∗
hj
)
,
f
(
Sj
∣∣βj , ELSE ) = Hj∏
h=1
Binomial (nh, phj) ,
where h = 1, . . . ,Hj is the unique haplotype among founder gametes in window j, nh is the
total number of allele state 1 corresponding to h, phj and p∗hj are the allele frequencies calculated
using (4.26) corresponding to βj and β
∗
j , respectively.
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4.7.2.4 Sampling other parameters
Other parameters including the QTL effect vj , the variance of QTL effects σ2α, the variance
of marker allele effects σ2βj , and the residual variance σ
2
e are sampled using single-site Gibbs
sampling, which is similar to the sampling scheme described in Chapter 2, APPENDIX.
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Figure 4.1 Accuracy and bias of prediction when the training population consists of unrelated
individuals in the common, rare, or LE QTL scenario using the QTL model and
BayesC. The accuracy of prediction was calculated as the correlation between the
true and the estimated breeding values in the validation population. The bias of
prediction was calculated as the regression coefficient of the true values on the
estimated breeding values.
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Figure 4.2 Accuracy and bias of prediction when the training population consists of half-sib
families in the common, rare, or LE QTL scenario using the QTL model and
BayesC. The accuracy of prediction was calculated as the correlation between the
true and the estimated breeding values in the validation population. The bias of
prediction was calculated as the regression coefficient of the true values on the
estimated breeding values.
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Figure 4.3 Accuracy and bias of prediction when the training population consists of full-sib
families in the common, rare, or LE QTL scenario using the QTL model and
BayesC. The accuracy of prediction was calculated as the correlation between the
true and the estimated breeding values in the validation population. The bias of
prediction was calculated as the regression coefficient of the true values on the
estimated breeding values.
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Figure 4.4 Accuracy and bias of prediction when the training population consists of multiple
generations in the common, rare, or LE QTL scenario using the QTL model and
BayesC. The accuracy of prediction was calculated as the correlation between the
true and the estimated breeding values in the validation population. The bias of
prediction was calculated as the regression coefficient of the true values on the
estimated breeding values.
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Figure 4.5 Accuracy and bias of prediction when the training population consists of multiple
breeds in the common, rare, or LE QTL scenario using the QTL model and BayesC.
The accuracy of prediction was calculated as the correlation between the true and
the estimated breeding values in the validation population. The bias of prediction
was calculated as the regression coefficient of the true values on the estimated
breeding values.
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Figure 4.6 Accuracy and bias of prediction when the training population consists of multiple
generations with a chicken pedigree using the QTL model and BayesC when SNPs
were randomly selected to be QTL. The accuracy of prediction was calculated as
the correlation between the true and the estimated breeding values in the validation
population. The bias of prediction was calculated as the regression coefficient of
the true values on the estimated breeding values.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCOVERY OF QTL USING A QTL MODEL IN A
MULTI-GENERATIONAL PEDIGREE
5.1 Abstract
Bayesian methods developed for genomic prediction using SNPs have became increasingly
popular for QTL discovery in livestock. However, the hypothesis test for association based on
SNP markers may not be valid for detecting QTL. This is because the posterior probability
that the SNPs have nonzero effects is not the same as the posterior probability for the presence
of QTL. The discrepancy between the association study and QTL discovery is expected to
be bridged by modeling unobserved QTL genotypes, which permits direct inferences on the
QTL effects, variances and positions. In addition, it has been shown that different sources of
information in a reference population that consists of structures, such as multiple generations,
can be better exploited in a QTL model. Thus, we hypothesized that using the QTL model will
benefit the QTL discovery. The performance of the QTL model in QTL discovery is compared
with the marker effects model, BayesC, using the same layers data as in Chapter 4. We also
demonstrated how credible intervals can be obtained for the positions of multiple unobserved
QTL with an example. The QTL model had generally less bias on the estimation of genetic
variance at the simulated QTL. The proportion of false positives at markers (PFPM) from the
QTL model was closer to the proportion of false positives at QTL (PFPQ) from BayesC. When
PFPQ was limited to a small value, less than 0.2 for example, the QTL model had a greater
power than BayesC in detecting QTL especially for the QTL with large genetic variance. For a
particular region of interest, the number of QTL segregating in that region can be inferred from
the QTL model. Conditional on the number of QTL, the posterior distribution for the ordered
putative QTL position gives a credible interval for the QTL location, which would shine a light
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on the most possible locations for the discovered QTL given the data. These are important to
researchers who are interested in gene annotations or subsequent fine-mapping studies.
5.2 Introduction
Bayesian methods developed for genomic prediction using SNPs (Meuwissen et al., 2001;
Habier et al., 2010b; Garrick et al., 2014) have became increasingly popular for QTL discovery
in cattle (Peters et al., 2012; MacLeod, 2014), pigs (Fan et al., 2011; Boddicker et al., 2012;
Serão et al., 2014) and chickens (Wolc et al., 2012, 2014). In these Bayesian methods, effects of
all SNPs are fitted simultaneously as random effects in the model and the SNP effect is often
assumed to have a mixture distribution with a large probability at zero (Garrick et al., 2014).
The association is then tested at every single SNP (Stephens and Balding, 2009; MacLeod,
2014) or every window of consecutive SNPs on a chromosomal segment (Fernando and Garrick,
2013; Fernando, 2014) with a null hypothesis that the SNP or the window has no effect on the
trait. Inference on the hypothesis of association is drawn based on the posterior probability
that the null hypothesis is false. It has been shown that declaring a positive result based on
this posterior probability would lead to the control of the posterior type I error rate (PER) for
a single test and naturally to the control of the proportion of false positives (PFP) for all tests
across genome without any penalty for multiple testing (Fernando et al. 2004; Fernando and
Garrick 2013; Chapter 3).
As explained in Chapter 3, however, the hypothesis test based on SNP markers may not
be valid for detecting QTL for the reason given below. For a single SNP test, the posterior
probability that the SNP has a nonzero effect is not the posterior probability that the SNP is
a QTL. For a window test, the posterior probability that the window has a nonzero effect is
not the posterior probability that the window contains QTL. The SNPs can capture the QTL
effects through linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the population (Meuwissen et al., 2001; Habier
et al., 2010b), cosegregation (CS) within a family (Fernando and Grossman, 1989; Habier et al.,
2013), or pedigree relationships among relatives (Habier et al., 2007, 2010c). Thus, the signal
from a QTL may spread to multiple SNPs or even multiple windows, which will cause false
positives in detecting QTL. Chen and Storey (2006) referred this as signal dependence in a
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linkage analysis. Fernando (2014) found that signals from the QTL with large effects are more
likely to bleed into the neighboring genomic windows. It has been shown in Chapter 3 that
this problem can be alleviated by using a nested model for the SNP effects or computing the
posterior probability for a “strong” association.
Modeling unobserved QTL genotypes permits direct inferences on the QTL effects, variances
and positions. Methods for modeling unobserved QTL have been developed using either mixture
distributions (Elston and Stewart, 1971; Heath, 1997; Yi, 2004; Zhang et al., 2005; Habier
et al., 2010d) or a single multivariate normal approximation (Fernando and Grossman, 1989;
Meuwissen et al., 2002; Fernando, 2003; Legarra et al., 2009; He et al., 2010). Since QTL
variables are considered as unknown in the model, the posterior probabilities pertaining to
the QTL can be computed easily from the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samples. For
instance, a credible interval for the location of a QTL can be obtained by choosing those values
with highest posterior probability density including the mode of the posterior distribution.
Moreover, it is straightforward to incorporate multiple sources of information in the inference
on the QTL (Habier et al., 2010d). In particular, with a multi-generational pedigree, information
from CS would play an important role therefore explicitly accounting for CS in modeling QTL
is expected be beneficial to the inference on the QTL.
Most of the QTL models are proposed in the setting of fine-mapping to avoid computa-
tional issues. A mixture model of Habier et al. (2010d) has been improved and extended to
whole genome analyses (Chapter 4). Due to the modeling of both LD and CS, this QTL
model had a substantially higher accuracy of prediction than the marker effects models, with
a multi-generational pedigree. We hypothesized that the advantage of the QTL model in ge-
nomic prediction would hold in QTL discovery. Thus, the performance of the QTL model in
QTL discovery is compared with the marker effects model, BayesC (Kizilkaya et al., 2010),
using the same simulated dataset based on the multi-generational layer chicken pedigree as in
Chapter 4. Although methods to calculate the credible interval for the location of one QTL
have been developed (Sen and Churchill, 2001), constructing credible intervals for multiple QTL
remains challenging. We demonstrated how credible intervals can be obtained for the positions
of unobserved QTL with an example.
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5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Simulated data
A simulated data set based on real genotypes and a chicken pedigree has been used in a
study on applying the QTL model for genomic prediction (Chapter 4). The same data, briefly
described below, were used here to evaluate its performance in QTL discovery. Chickens in a
10-generational pedigree including multiple families were genotyped with a custom 42K Illumina
SNP chip. After quality control, there were 23,096 segregating SNPs, among which 100 SNPs
were selected at random to be QTL and the remaining 22,996 SNPs were included in the marker
panel for analysis. According to real SNP map positions, there were 960 1-megabase (Mb) non-
overlapping windows on 32 chromosomes. All genotypes in 10 generations were used to impute
the SNP haplotypes in founders using LDMIP software (Meuwissen and Goddard, 2010). The
imputed haplotypes were used to simulate the whole pedigree by allele dropping. Excluding the
founder and the last generations, the reference population for QTL discovery consisted of 4,124
individuals in 8 generations. Phenotypes were simulated for a trait with heritability 0.5.
5.3.2 BayesC
BayesC (Kizilkaya et al., 2010; Habier et al., 2010b) is a multiple regression of the phenotype
on the observed marker genotypes:
yi = µ+
m∑
j=1
Zijuj + ei,
where yi is the phenotypes of individual i, µ is the intercept with a flat prior, m is the total
number of SNPs, Zij is the genotype score ∈ {0, 1, 2} at SNP j, uj is the random substitution
effect of the SNP alleles, and ei ∼ tνe(0, S2e ) is the residual.
The prior for SNP effect uj is a mixture distribution:
uj ∼
 0, with probability piM ,N(0, σ2α), with probability 1− piM ,
where the common variance σ2α for all SNPs has a scaled inverse chi-square distribution:
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σ2α ∼ ναS2αχ−2να ,
with να degrees of freedom and scale parameter S2α. A value of 4 was used for να and the scale
was calculated as in Fernando et al. (2007). Two values were used for piM in the analysis. One
was piM = 0.9, the same value used in the QTL model as described later, and the other one was
piM = 0.995, which gave the number of SNPs with nonzero effects identical to the number of
simulated QTL.
5.3.3 The QTL model
The QTL model (Chapter 4) fits the effects of unobserved QTL genotypes. It is assumed
that a putative QTL is uniformly distributed in each 1-Mb non-overlapping window in the
genome. Because the QTL genotypes are not observed, the phenotype is a mixture of a number
of distributions:
f(yi) =
∑
Qi∈Θ
pQif(yi|Qi,vj), (5.1)
where Qi is the vector of ordered genotype scores for individual i across all windows with
Qij ∈ {0, 1, 1, 2} corresponding to the ordered genotype 00, 01, 10, or 11, Θ is the set of all
possible Qi, pQi is the probability for a given Qi, vj is the vector of the allele substitution
effects at QTL, and the conditional distribution is:
f(yi|Qi,vj) ∼ N
(
Q′ivj , Iσ
2
e
)
.
The prior for the QTL effect is a mixture distribution:
vj ∼
 0, with probability piQ ,N(0, σ2α), with probability 1− piQ ,
with σ2α defined as in BayesC. The probability piQ was assumed to be 0.9 in the analysis as 100
QTL were simulated across 960 windows in the genome.
Assuming independence of genotypes across QTL,
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pQi =
∏
j
pQij ,
where pQij can be written in terms of probabilities, p
x
ij , that the QTL allele state is 1 in the
maternal (x = m) or paternal (x = p) gametes:
pQij =

(1− pmij )(1− ppij), if the ordered genotype is 00,
(1− pmij )ppij , if the ordered genotype is 01,
pmij (1− ppij), if the ordered genotype is 10,
pmij p
p
ij , if the ordered genotype is 11,
where pxij for x ∈ {m, p} is modeled based on the pedigree and the marker information, as shown
below.
For a founder individual i,
pxij = Pr(Q
x
ij = 1|Mxij),
where Mxij is a vector of marker allele states in window j on gamete x of individual i. Thus,
LD information is incorporated since the QTL allele state is allowed to depend on the marker
allele states. To account for multiple markers in a window, a logistic regression model is used
to model the probability or the gene frequency of the QTL in founders:
log
(
pxij
1− pxij
)
= µj + M
x′
ijβj ,
where µj is the intercept and βj is a vector of marker allele effects with a prior:
βjk|σ2βj ∼ N(0, σ2βj ),
σ2βj ∼ νβS2βjχ−2νβ .
As shown in Chapter 4, the size of σ2βj measures the strength of multi-locus LD between the
SNPs and the QTL in the window.
For a nonfounder individual i,
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pxij = Pr(Q
x
ij ← Qmpj |Mxij ,Mpj)pmpj + Pr(Qxij ← Qppj |Mxij ,Mpj)pppj ,
where pxpj denote the parent (p = sire if x = p or p = dam if x = m) of individual i. Pr(Q
x
ij ←
Qmpj |Mxij ,Mpj) is the probability that the QTL allele at gamete x of individual i at QTL j
originates from the maternal allele of its parent conditional on the marker alleles at gamete x of
individual i and the maternal and paternal gametes of its parent. It is also called the probability
of descent of QTL allele or PDQ. Pr(Qxij ← Qppj |Mxij ,Mpj) = 1 − PDQ. It has been shown in
Chapter 4 (APPENDIX) that, given a uniform distribution for QTL position and evenly spaced
SNPs in the window,
PDQ = Ek
[
Pr(Mxijk ←Mmpjk)
]
.
Thus, CS information is incorporated as PDQ depends on the origins of the marker alleles.
Given a window width of 1 Mb, most of the windows should have PDQs of either 1 or 0, since
the recombination rate would be as small as ∼ 0.01 in the absence of interference.
This study evaluated the performance of the QTL in an ideal situation where the marker
allele states and origins were obtained from simulation without error. When the marker allele
states and origins are not known, methods (Meuwissen and Goddard, 2010; Habier et al., 2010d)
are available to estimate from the observed marker genotypes with negligible errors (Chapter
4, Discussion). In both BayesC and the QTL model, the analysis was run for 21,000 MCMC
iterations with the first 1,000 discarded as burn-in. Statistical inferences were made based on
the collected 20,000 posterior samples.
5.3.4 Bayesian hypotheses tests
In each window, we tested for the proportion of the genetic variance explained by the SNPs
in BayesC or by the putative QTL in the QTL model, and the test result was used for discovering
QTL.
Suppose σ2gj is the genetic variance in window j, σ
2
g is the total genetic variance and γ ∈ [0, 1].
Then, the null and the alternative hypotheses are
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H0 : σ
2
gj ≤ γσ2g ,
H1 : σ
2
gj > γσ
2
g .
In this study, we used γ = 0%, 0.1%, or 1% in attempt to detect all QTL windows, QTL
windows that explained ≥ 0.1%, or QTL windows that explained ≥ 1% of the total genetic
variance.
Statistical inference is drawn based on the posterior probability that the ratio of window
variance to the total variance exceeds γ or WPPA:
WPPA = Pr
(
σ2gj
σ2g
> γ
∣∣∣∣∣y
)
= Pr(H1|y),
where WPPA can be easily calculated from the MCMC samples (Chapter 4). The null hypoth-
esis is rejected if WPPA ≥ c where c ∈ [0, 1]. It has been shown in Chapter 2 that choosing the
critical value c that satisfies
E(WPPA|WPPA ≥ c) = 1− α
would control PFP to be equal to α. An empirical procedure to obtain the value of c is given
in Chapter 3.
PFP controlled using WPPA will be denoted PFPM as it is based on the window variance
estimated from a statistical model. Among windows with WPPA ≥ c, the proportion of windows
that do not contain QTL with genetic variance > γ will be denoted PFPQ. It has been shown
that PFPM may not be equal to PFPQ because the test using WPPA is just a proxy for the test
at the QTL with a marker effects model (Fernando, 2014). It is expected that PFPM will be
equal to PFPQ when the QTL model is used because the QTL are explicitly modeled therefore
direct inferences on the QTL become possible.
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5.3.5 Credible interval for QTL position
Consider a putative QTL with a high WPPA, 0.9 for example, which is calculated detecting
a genetic variance greater than zero. This would be strong evidence for the presence of a QTL
in the small region around the putative QTL position. However, there may be more than
one QTL that plays a role in the target region, and the QTL location may be in the close
neighborhood instead of exactly at the putative QTL position. If there is only one QTL in
the MCMC sample, the posterior distribution for the location of the QTL is estimated by the
distribution of WPPA. However, if there are more than one QTL, WPPA is a mixed posterior
probability for the locations of multiple QTL, and the posterior distribution for the location of
individual QTL cannot be distinguished from WPPA.
Suppose one wants to know the number of QTL and the confidence interval for the location
of each QTL in a target region of 5 cM, centered at the putative position that has a high WPPA.
This information can be obtained from the MCMC samples as described below.
In each MCMC sample, the position of each putative QTL that has a nonzero effect is
recorded in a matrix H with a row for each sample and a column for each putative QTL, where
Hij = 1 if the putative QTL j in sample i had a nonzero effect, otherwise Hij = 0. Suppose
putative QTL δ is the one of interest. The information for the 5 cM target region W is a
sub-matrix Hw where its columns are the columns δ − 2, δ − 1, δ, δ + 1, δ + 2 in H, assuming a
putative QTL in every 1 cM window. The number of ones in a given row of Hw gives how many
putative QTL were fitted in region W in that MCMC sample. Therefore, an estimate of the
posterior distribution of the number of QTL in the target region is given by the distribution of
the sum for each row in Hw.
Depending on the numbers of QTL that were sampled, Hw can be further divided by rows
into as many sub-matrices as the number of categories for the number of QTL. For example,
suppose the MCMC sample contains either one or two QTL in the region, W . In this case,
Hw can be divided into a sub-matrix where each row contains only a single QTL and another
sub-matrix where each row contains two QTL. In a sub-matrix Hsw, which contains s QTL, the
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QTL in each row are numbered sequentially from left to right (k = 1, . . . , s). Then, the posterior
distribution for the location of the kthQTL is obtained from its positions in the MCMC samples.
The credible interval for the location of each QTL can be constructed based on the obtained
posterior distribution. For instance, a 90% credible interval for the QTL location is the consec-
utive windows that jointly have 90% of the highest posterior density. Using this method, the
analysis only needs to be performed once to obtain the credible intervals for all QTL locations
in any region of interest.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Window variance
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Figure 5.1 True genetic variance at the QTL versus estimated window variance based on SNPs
using BayesC with piM = 0.9 or 0.995 and the QTL model with piQ = 0.9. Color
shows the distance of the window to the closest QTL.
Figure 5.1 shows how well the SNPs in BayesC or the putative QTLs in the QTL model
capture the window genetic variance at the simulated QTL. In BayesC with piM = 0.9 (will be
denoted as BayesC90), the QTL variances were severely underestimated. In BayesC with piM =
0.995 (will be denoted as BayesC995), where the number of QTL was used as the prior number
of SNPs with nonzero effects, the QTL variances were less shrunk especially for large values
but the window variances were still biased down. The window variances from the QTL model
had the least bias and highest correlation to the true values, and the putative QTL captured
112
more true QTL than in BayesC. It is noteworthy that the largest QTL in the simulations
that accounted for more than 20% of the genetic variance was almost missed in BayesC but
successfully captured in the QTL model.
5.4.2 WPPA
Table 5.1 Posterior mean of the number of putative QTL, SNPs and windows with nonzero
effects in the QTL model with piQ = 0.9 or in BayesC with piM = 0.9 (BayesC90) or
0.995 (BayesC995). The number of simulated QTL was 100, the number of windows
in the genome was 960 and the total number of SNPs was 23,097.
Posterior Mean number of nonzero effects QTL Model BayesC90 BayesC995
Loci 98 2268 133
Windows 98 842 120
> 0% GV > 0.1% GV > 1% GV
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Figure 5.2 WPPA from the QTL model versus BayesC with piM = 0.9 for QTL with genetic
variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic variance. Color shows the distance
of the window to the closest QTL, and the dot size shows the size of the genetic
variance at that QTL.
Figure 5.2 shows the WPPA from the QTL model against that from BayesC90. In each
MCMC sample, the number of putative QTL in the QTL model with piQ = 0.9 was close to
the number of simulated QTL, whereas almost all windows had nonzero effects in BayesC90
(Table 5.1). Therefore, WPPA from BayesC90 were generally high for detecting all QTL (genetic
variance > 0). For detecting windows that had more than 0.1% of the total genetic variance, the
QTL model allowed more windows that contained QTL to have WPPA close to one and shrunk
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Figure 5.3 WPPA from the QTL model versus BayesC with piM = 0.995 for QTL with genetic
variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic variance. Color shows the distance
of the window to the closest QTL, and the dot size shows the size of the genetic
variance at that QTL.
the WPPA from the windows that did not contain QTL more toward zero. The difference
between the two models became very evident for detecting large QTL with over 1% genetic
contribution, where the signals captured by the QTL model were almost all missed in BayesC90.
Figure 5.3 shows the WPPA from the QTL model against that from BayesC995. As piM
increased from 0.9 to 0.995, the differences between the QTL model and BayesC became smaller.
But one can still see that the QTL model tended to have more high WPPA than BayesC for
windows that actually contained QTL. There was some large QTL with WPPA = 1 in the QTL
model but below 0.6 in BayesC995.
5.4.3 Relationships between PFPM and PFPQ
Figure 5.4 shows the relationships between the PFPM and PFPQ for the QTL model and
BayesC. For BayesC90, due to the overall high values of WPPA, PFPM can only be controlled
up to about 0.1 for detecting all QTL or to about 0.7 for detecting QTL with at least 0.1% of
the total genetic variance and poorly reflected PFPQ. When QTL were searched only within
the window (distance = 0) that had WPPA greater than some critical value, both QTL model
and BayesC995 had a higher PFPQ than expected especially for a small value of PFPM. In the
discovery of all QTL or the ones with at least 0.1% of the total genetic variance, PFPM from
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the QTL model was closer to PFPQ than that from BayesC995. In the discovery of large QTL,
the differences between the QTL model and BayesC995 was negligible and BayesC90 a gave
PFPQ lower than expected due to the strong suppression of signals as shown in Figure 5.2.
The differences between PFPQ and PFPM obtained from the QTL model and BayesC995
at the small values of PFPM can be to a large extent fixed by searching QTL in its two flanking
windows as well (distance = 1), when this window had a WPPA greater than some critical
value. Except in the discovery for large QTL, the QTL model had a slightly higher upward bias
than BayesC995 in this case.
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Figure 5.4 Proportion of false positives at the QTL level (PFPQ) versus that at the marker
level (PFPQ) for the QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total
genetic variance using BayesC and the QTL model. When the distance between
a window and the closest QTL = 0, the window was counted as a false positive
if there was no QTL in it. When the distance between a window and the closest
QTL = 1, the window was not counted as a false positive if there was QTL in its
two flaking windows.
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5.4.4 Power
Figure 5.5 shows the power for detecting all QTL, QTL with genetic variance > 0.1%, or 1%
of the total genetic variance at different levels of PFPQ. For small values of PFPQ, the QTL
model had the highest power for QTL discovery and the differences between the QTL model
and BayesC increased as the hypotheses were tested only for the QTL with larger effects. For
example, with PFPQ = 0.2, the power for detecting all, at least small, or large QTL using the
QTL model was 0.10, 0.14, or 0.26, while using BayesC995 it was 0.08, 0.11, or 0.18, and it was
even lower for BayesC90. Searching QTL in the two flanking windows in addition to the center
window that had a significant WPPA substantially increased the power. With PFPQ = 0.2, the
power for detecting all, at least small, or large QTL using the QTL model increased to 0.34,
0.43, or 0.73, and for BayesC995 it became 0.38, 0.50, or 0.67. Note that even with PFPQ = 0,
which means WPPA = 1, the QTL model can had a power from 0.08 to 0.18 for all to large
QTL, which was higher than BayesC in each case.
5.4.5 Inferences on QTL position
Inferences on the QTL position will be demonstrated for the QTL that explained the most
total genetic variance in our whole set of simulations. This QTL was in a particular replicate
of the simulation as shown in Figure 5.6, where the location of this QTL was in window 430
on chromosome 3 with 21.8% true genetic variance. Figure 5.6 shows the posterior mean of
the proportion of genetic variance explained by each putative QTL. In the QTL model, there
was a strong signal appeared in position 430 with more than 15% of the genetic variance, and
the WPPA was one no matter the null hypothesis was tested for the genetic variance > 0,
0.1% or 1%. Compared with the results from BayesC995 (Figure 5.1), the QTL position was
accurately identified in the QTL model but missed by one window apart in BayesC995, and the
QTL variance was well captured in the QTL model but was divided by its flanking windows in
BayesC995.
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Figure 5.5 Power against PFP at the QTL level (PFPQ) using the QTL model versus BayesC
for the QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic variance.
When the distance between a window and the closest QTL = 0, the window was
counted as a true positive if there was QTL in it. When the distance between a
window and the closest QTL = 1, the window was counted as a true positive if
there was QTL in its two flaking windows.
Figure 5.8 shows the posterior distribution of the number of QTL in the 5 cM target region
around window 430 (from window 428 to 432). There were at most four QTL appeared in this
region and the value of two had the highest probability, which was exactly the true value.
Figure 5.9 shows the posterior distributions of the QTL positions conditional on the different
numbers of QTL in that region. The two simulated QTL were labeled with their exact locations
and genetic variances. The largest QTL that explained 21.8% of the total genetic variance was
close to the edge of window 430 to 429, and there was another small QTL with only 0.1%
variance in window 428. Based on the data, the two most likely cases were that there was
only one or two QTL in the region with probabilities 0.355 and 0.495, respectively. Conditional
on only one QTL in the region, the QTL was in window 430 with probability one, which was
exactly where the largest QTL located. Conditional on two QTL in the region, the first one was
in window 430 with probability 0.926 and the second one was in window 431 with probability
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Figure 5.6 Posterior mean of QTL variance obtained from the QTL model in a particular
replicate of simulation that contained the largest QTL.
0.860. The case of three QTL was not very likely with probability only 0.137, and the three
QTL were most likely to be in window 429, 430 and 431. The case of four QTL was very unlikely
with a probability as low as 0.013, and these QTL were relatively more uniformly distributed
in every two neighboring windows. The Bayesian confidence intervals for the conditional QTL
locations are shown in Table 5.2.
5.5 Discussion
The primary objective was to compare the performance of the QTL model with BayesC in
QTL discovery when the reference population consists of multiple families and generations. The
secondary objective was to demonstrate a method to construct Bayesian confidence intervals for
QTL locations when the QTL model is used for analysis. In the QTL model, the QTL effects
were fitted for unobserved QTL genotypes, and therefore the phenotypic value had a mixture
distribution. There is a well-known identifiability problem in mixture models because of label
switching (Celeux et al., 2000). However, this problem does not occur in our model because
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Figure 5.7 Posterior mean of QTL variance obtained from BayesC with pi=0.995 in a partic-
ular replicate of simulation that contained the largest QTL.
the statistical inferences were made based on variance of breeding values that do not depend on
the labeling of QTL genotypes. Results show that the simulated QTL were better captured in
the QTL model. Therefore, the QTL model had less false positives and more power at a small
value of PFPQ as compared with BayesC. The advantages of the QTL model in QTL discovery
as well as the potential problems are discussed.
5.5.1 Shrinkage of QTL effects
As shown in Figure (5.1), the genetic variances at the QTL were overly shrunk toward zero
in BayesC with piM = 0.995, and the shrinkage became ever more when piM was lowered to 0.9.
Indeed, as piM decreases, less shrinkage on the SNP effects is expected through piM because each
effect has a higher probability to be nonzero. However, on the other hand, S2α decreases with
piM as
S2α = E(σ
2
α)
να − 2
να
,
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Figure 5.8 Posterior distribution of the number of QTL with nonzero effects in a target region.
and
E(σ2α) =
VA
2pq(1− piM )m
(Fernando et al., 2007), where pq is the mean product of alternate allele frequencies for all SNPs
and VA is the additive genetic variance. Then, more shrinkage is expected through S2α because
σ2α is smaller a priori. Thus, both piM and S
2
α have an impact on the shrinkage of SNP effects
but in the reverse manner (Habier et al., 2010b).
Another reason for the heavy shrinkage in BayesC with a lower piM value may be the inad-
equacy in capturing CS through the SNP genotypes, as explained in (Habier et al., 2013). For
an 8-generation pedigree, CS is expected to be the primary source of information. With a high
piM value, only SNPs having large effects would be favored, which are likely to be the SNPs
that co-segregated with the QTL over generations. While that with a lower piM value, some of
those SNPs that did not co-segregate with the QTL may also come into the model and would
wash off the CS information. As a consequence, the QTL effects can be lost or inadequately
captured.
The QTL model explicitly models CS. When piQ = 0.9, the shrinkage though pi and S
2
α is
the same as BayesC with piM = 0.9. However, the bias of genetic variance from the QTL model
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Figure 5.9 Posterior distribution of the number of QTL with nonzero effects together with the
posterior distribution for the location of each QTL for a given number of QTL in
a target region.
was much smaller than BayesC with piM = 0.9 and even smaller than that with piM = 0.995.
The advantage of the QTL model must come from its superiority in capturing CS information.
The QTL model is superior to BayesC in capturing CS for three aspects. One is that the
QTL model exploits the identical-by-descent (IBD) of marker haplotypes between parental and
offspring gametes, which is more informative than modeling covariance between the parent
and the offspring based on the identical-by-state (IBS) at the SNP genotypes as in BayesC.
The second aspect is that in the QTL model, CS is modeled using information only from the
SNPs that are physically close to the QTL. The SNPs in other windows do not contribute to
the inheritance for this QTL, which eliminates the noise coming from the SNPs that are not
linked with the QTL. The third aspect of the superiority in capturing CS is that the pedigree
and phenotypic information are also used in the QTL model to model CS but are completely
ignored in BayesC. Thus, with more data, the modeling of CS is expected to be more accurate.
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Table 5.2 The posterior probabilities for the numbers of QTL and the 90% Bayesian confidence
intervals for the QTL position in a target region.
No. QTL Prob. QTL ID Posterior Mean 90% CI
1 0.355 1 430 [430, 430]
2 0.495 1 430 [430, 430]
2 431 [430, 432]
3 0.137 1 429 [428, 430]
2 430 [430, 431]
3 431 [431, 432]
4 0.013 1 428 [428, 429]
2 430 [429, 430]
3 431 [430, 431]
4 432 [431, 432]
However, for BayesC, including many generations in the data may in contrast wash off the
information from CS. This has been observed in a study of genomic prediction (Chapter 4),
where the accuracy of prediction decreased when more older generations prior to the validation
were included in training.
5.5.2 Power for detecting QTL
Due to the problem of over-shrinkage on window variance, windows that contained QTL may
deserve higher WPPA in BayesC. The QTL model had more WPPA equal or close to one, and
most of them belonged to the window containing QTL. When a high critical value for WPPA
was used to reject the null hypothesis, or in other words PFPQ was controlled to be a small
value, more QTL will be detected with the QTL model. Figure 5.10 shows the distributions
of WPPA under H0 and H1, where the vertical line shows the critical value for WPPA when
PFPQ was controlled to be 0.2. In the QTL model, the two distributions of WPPA were more
distinct, and given PFPQ = 0.2 there were more true H1 that were accepted. Thus, the QTL
model had a higher power for detecting QTL when PFPQ was controlled at a low level (Figure
5.5). For detecting large QTL with genetic variance > 1%, the QTL model had a power close
to 0.3 for PFPQ = 0.2 and a power close to 0.2 even when PFPQ = 0 i.e. without any false
positives.
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The power substantially increased when the QTL is searched also in the two flanking windows
of the window with a WPPA greater than the threshold (Figure 5.5). This is because with
current population size, 8 generations of meioses might not provide enough recombinations to
break up the linkage between the QTL and the SNPs in the neighboring windows. As a result,
the signal from the QTL flowed even into the neighboring windows that co-segregated with the
QTL over generations. In the QTL model, the power became as high as 0.73 for detecting QTL
with genetic variance > 1% when PFPQ = 0.2. The results suggested that QTL are likely to
be in the neighboring windows when CS information exists on a wide chromosomal segments.
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Figure 5.10 Distributions of WPPA under H0 and H1 using BayesC and the QTL model for
the QTL with genetic variance > 0%, 0.1% or 1% of the total genetic variance.
5.5.3 Problem on PFPM
Modeling QTL variables is expected to bridge the gap between PFPM and PFPQ as the QTL
model enables direct inference on the false positives at QTL. When QTL were searched only
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within the window, the QTL model had PFPM indeed better than that from BayesC but still
higher than PFPQ, especially at the low levels (Figure 5.4). There may be couple of reasons for
the imperfect control of PFP even when the QTL was used. One reason is as described above,
the signal from the QTL may bleed into neighboring windows such that the high WPPA may
be due to the signal coming from the QTL in the adjacent window. Searching QTL in the two
flanking windows as well to a large extent fixed this bias. In the discovery of QTL with variance
> 1% and the QTL were searched also in the flanking windows, for PFPM = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15,
and 0.20, PFPQ was equal to 0.06, 0.11, 0.15, and 0.18, respectively.
Another reason for the loose control of PFPQ is the QTL model may suffer from the problem
of multiple QTL in one window. In our QTL model, only one putative QTL is assumed at
somewhere in each window. However, our simulation allows the presence of multiple QTL in one
window. If this is the case, the putative QTL would only capture one of the QTL segregating
in the window and may have the putative QTL in the neighboring windows to capture the
other QTL in this window if these window were linked. This suggests the use of a narrower
window width to define a putative QTL but this may worsen the problem of signal bleeding
as described above without increasing the number of generations in the reference population.
Alternatively, it is possible to model multiple QTL in a genomic window using a nested model,
where the presence of QTL will be first evaluated collectively with the whole window and then
with individual putative QTL positions each located in a smaller interval. This is similar to the
nested model called BayesN under the marker effect framework (Chapter 2). Further work is
needed to develop the algorithm for the nested model.
5.5.4 Inference on the number of QTL
In the QTL model, piQ was set to 0.9 to reflect the number of simulated QTL. In practice, the
number of QTL is not known and we hope it can be estimated from the data. A straightforward
approach is to consider piQ as unknown with a uniform prior between 0 and 1, following the
strategy in BayesCpi (Habier et al., 2010b). Results were collected with two starting values for
piQ : 0.9 and 0.95, and both gave very similar posterior means that were close to the true value.
The posterior mean for piQ was 0.878 with the starting value 0.9 and was 0.879 with the starting
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value 0.95. The posterior mean for the number of QTL was 115.9 with the starting value 0.9
and was 115.7 with the starting value 0.95. Figure 5.11 shows the posterior distribution of the
number of QTL with nonzero effects in the QTL model when piQ was considered as unknown
and a starting value of 0.9 was used, in the simulation replicate where the largest QTL was
found. The nice unimodal distribution implies a good mixing in MCMC. The posterior mean
was somewhat left shifted from the true value of 100 probably because many tiny QTL effects
were not detectable in the presence of a huge QTL.
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Figure 5.11 Posterior distribution of the number of QTL with nonzero effects when piQ was
considered as unknown in a particular replicate of simulation that contained the
largest QTL.
5.5.5 Credible interval for QTL location
Confidence interval for the location of an identified QTL is important to guide the subsequent
fine-mapping studies. In a linkage analysis, likelihood ratio test or LOD support intervals has
been widely used to estimate the location of the QTL, which is a region where the difference
between the LOD score at the current position and the global maximum across the chromosome
is within a given quantity such as 1 or 2 (Lander and Botstein, 1989). However, the coverage
would depend on the size of the QTL effect and therefore does not provide the true confidence
interval. Mangin et al. (1994) derived the confidence interval using the asymptotic distribution
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of the test statistic that does not depend on the QTL effect, assuming the QTL position follows a
normal distribution. However, the asymptotic distribution is difficult to obtain with more than
2 markers. A nonparametric bootstrap method is recommended to determine approximate
confidence interval for the location of QTL (Visscher et al., 1996). However, Manichaikul
et al. (2006) showed that the bootstrap confidence intervals behaved poorly, where most of the
bootstrap sample estimated the QTL at the same marker.
Credible interval for QTL location is attractive for its appropriate coverage in linkage map-
ping (Sen and Churchill, 2001; Manichaikul et al., 2006). However, a single QTL is assumed
in most of the studies and the method to calculate credible intervals for multiple QTL has not
been developed. We developed a method for simultaneous inferences on the number of QTL in
the identified region and the credible interval for each QTL location. The number of QTL in
the region is inferred from the posterior distribution of the number of fitted putative QTL in
MCMC samples. In a particular category of the number of QTL in the region, the credible in-
terval for the location of each QTL is calculated from the posterior distribution for the location
of the numbered putative QTL.
Our approach to derive credible interval for QTL location is simple. In addition, it is
straightforward to apply to any other QTL models (Heath, 1997; Yi, 2004; Zhang et al., 2005)
when MCMC technique is used for statistical inference. Furthermore, it can be easily extended
to exclusively map QTL with large effects. In this study, the credible interval was calculated for
the location of any QTL by investigating MCMC samples for the putative QTL with nonzero
effects. Alternatively, The confidence interval can be calculated for the QTL with genetic
variance > 1% by only focusing on the putative QTL with that much of genetic variance. In
other words, the interval is constructed according to the hypotheses that we are interested
in testing. For large QTL, constructing confidence interval based on the testing for a large
magnitude of genetic variance is expected to give even a narrower interval, as the problem of
signal bleeding is likely to disappear (Chapter 3).
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5.6 Conclusions
The QTL model had generally less bias on the estimation of genetic variance at the simulated
QTL. PFPM from the QTL model was closer to PFPQ from BayesC. When PFPQ was limited
to a small value, less than 0.2 for example, the QTL model had a greater power than BayesC
in detecting QTL especially for the QTL with large genetic variance. For a particular region of
interest, the number of QTL segregating in that region can be inferred from the QTL model.
Conditional on the number of QTL, the posterior distribution for the ordered putative QTL
position gives a credible interval for the QTL location, which would shine a light on the most
possible locations for the discovered QTL given the data. These are important information to
researchers who are interested in gene annotations or subsequent fine-mapping studies.
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Data used for whole genome analyses have been increasing dramatically in two directions:
1) horizontally, the density of SNPs used for analyses has increased from 50k to 700k in the
genome, and now even whole-genome sequence can be obtained at a reasonable cost, and 2)
vertically, the number of individuals that have both phenotypes and SNP genotypes has also
increased together with a remarkable drop in the cost of genotyping.
As SNP density increases, the horizontal structure in the genome, such as LD blocks due
to the historical cosegregation of the SNPs in small chromosomal segments and CS blocks will
become more evident and important (Gabriel et al., 2002; Amaral et al., 2008; Villa-Angulo
et al., 2009). It has been shown that this structure would introduce statistical dependence of
the SNP effects in such a segment given the presence of QTL (Chapter 2). However, most of the
methods for whole genome analyses do not account for the structure in the genome (Meuwissen
et al., 2001; Kizilkaya et al., 2010; Habier et al., 2010b; Garrick et al., 2014).
In addition to this horizontal structure across genotypes within an individual, combining
genotypic information from distantly related or unrelated individuals, such as multiple families,
generations, or breeds, introduces a vertical structure across individuals at each SNP. This
vertical structure that can be locus-specific corresponds to the IBD relationship matrix at a
specific locus, and closely linked loci will have very similar relationship matrices due to CS.
This structure may not be properly accounted for in the methods that use IBS relationships
computed from SNP genotypes.
Two methods, BayesN and the QTL model, have been developed in this thesis to account for
the horizontal and vertical structure in genotypes. BayesN is a parsimonious model to account
for the horizontal structure in the genome,where dependence between SNP effects is a priori
considered in each small genomic window. Compared with BayesB (Meuwissen et al., 2001),
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where the structure in the genome is ignored and SNP effects are assumed to be independently
and identically distributed, BayesN gave a higher accuracy of genomic prediction for breeding
values, especially when high-density SNP panels were used and the QTL had rare alleles. The
advantage of BayesN is attributed to the modeling of dependence between SNP effects such
that they jointly explained more genetic variance at the QTL and shrunk the effects of SNPs
not associated with QTL more toward zero. An antedependence model (Yang and Tempelman,
2012) that accounts for the covariances between SNP effects was found to be not better than
BayesB probably because the covariance structure is modeled to be too general (Chapter 2).
Hypothesis test on window variance calculated based on SNP effects was used to detect
QTL. When BayesN was used for analysis, the proportion of false positives for finding QTL was
perfectly controlled in the case of common QTL alleles and was controlled better than BayesB in
the case of rare QTL alleles. At the same level of PFP at QTL, BayesN had a higher power than
BayesB for detecting QTL that had rare alleles and at least 1% of the total genetic variance.
Signal from the QTL may bleed to neighboring genomic windows depending on the structure
of the genome, which causes more false positives than expected (Fernando, 2014). Aiming at
detecting only large QTL increased power and to a large extent fixed the problem of signal
bleeding. Further, it is suggested to search QTL also in the flanking windows as recognizing
QTL in the flanking windows as the true positives substantially increased the power.
Another advantage of BayesN is the computing time, which is only one-fourth of that for
BayesB in the case of high-density SNP panels. In addition, this advantage will increase as even
more SNPs became available. As sequence data becomes increasingly available, BayesN will be
a more practical tool for whole genome analyses than BayesB.
The QTL model is an attractive method that accounts for the horizontal and vertical struc-
ture in the genome. This model includes the effects of the unobserved QTL genotypes, and
the phenotype therefore has a mixture distribution. Based on this mixture model, it can be
shown that phenotypes from all individuals contribute to prediction of breeding values, even
without pedigree or marker information. For example, for a monogenic trait, phenotypes from
all individuals contribute to estimate the parameters of the mixing distributions. These pa-
rameters and the candidate’s own phenotype contribute to estimate the conditional probability
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that it belongs to each distribution. Thus, phenotypes from all the individuals contribute to
the prediction of the breeding value because it is a linear combination of these probabilities and
the mean of each distribution. When pedigree and marker information are available, the QTL
model exploits information from the pedigree, LD and CS optimally to model the QTL allele
states in founders and allele inheritance in nonfounders. Thus, the QTL model accounts for
horizontal structure across loci and vertical structure across individuals because only informa-
tion from the SNPs that are within the window contribute to the modeling of QTL alleles. In a
range of pedigree structures, the QTL model had a substantially higher accuracy than BayesC
for genomic prediction when the training population consisted of multiple families, generations,
or breeds.
With a eight-generational layer pedigree, the genetic variance of simulated QTL was better
captured by the putative QTL in the QTL model than the SNPs in the marker effects model.
Thus, the QTL model had a better agreement than BayesC for PFP at QTL (PFPQ) and
markers (PFPM) and a higher power for detecting any size of QTL when PFP was limited
to be a small value. However, the agreement between PFPQ and PFPM for the QTL model
was not perfect. This may be because information from CS spanned across windows in the 8
generational pedigree of selection, which resulted in more false positives than expected. Results
suggest that when CS is the primary source of information, power would substantially increase
if QTL in the flanking windows are also recognized as true positives.
Since QTL variables are fitted in the model, direct inferences on the QTL became feasible
in the QTL model. In this thesis, a method to calculate the credible intervals for multiple QTL
locations is shown. The method presented here is simple and can easily be applied to other
models that fit QTL effects for the unobserved genotypes. The credible intervals for the QTL
locations provide important information to guide the future fine-mapping studies.
In previous chapters, results are given from the comparison of the two methods developed
here with the most widely-used methods. The simulated dataset based on the multi-generational
layer pedigree in Chapter 4 was also used to compare BayesC, BayesN and the QTL model for
genomic prediction and for QTL discovery. We set piM = 0.99 in BayesC, Π = 0.9 and k = 2
in BayesN, and piQ = 0.9 in the QTL model. In this setting, the prior number of SNPs in the
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model was ∼200 in both BayesC and BayesN, and the prior number of putative QTL in the
QTL model was ∼100. When the training population had only one generation, the accuracy of
prediction was 0.677, 0.682, and 0.655 for BayesC, BayesN, and the QTL model, respectively,
averaged over 16 replicates of simulation. When the training population had 8 generations, the
corresponding accuracy of prediction increased to 0.846, 0.857, and 0.868. For QTL discovery
using all 8 generations, when PFPQ was controlled to be 0.2, power for detecting QTL with at
least 1% genetic contribution was 0.178, 0.276, and 0.285 for BayesC, BayesN, and the QTL
model. When the simulated QTL in the flanking windows was recognized as a true positive,
the power increased to 0.699, 0.715, and 0.733, respectively. Results suggest that with a small
dataset, BayesN is preferred, but with sufficient observations, the QTL model has the best
performance in both genomic prediction and QTL discovery as it optimally accounts for all
sources of information.
The QTL model is more computationally demanding. Unlike with marker effects models,
however, the computing time and resources for the QTL model barely increase with higher SNP
density. Thus, it may be favored in analyses of sequence data. Furthermore, as individuals with
phenotypes but no genotypes can also be accommodated in the mixture model, the QTL model
has a potential to combine genotyped and non-genotyped animals for a powerful large-scale
analysis.
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